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Fig. 18.   5th or 6th century bread mould, side A. Malcove Collection, 
University of Toronto Art Center. 

Fig. 19.   Bread mould, side A, inverted photo. 



 

 

Fig. 20.  Bread mould, side B. 

Fig. 21.   Bread mould, side B, inverted photo. 



 

 

Fig. 22.   Mader, Mambre, Plan I, des Haram Râmel el-Chalîl. 
 



 

 

Fig. 23.   6th century icon of Mary in the Basilica of Sta. Maria Trastevere, Rome. 



 

 

Fig 25.  Palestinian ampulla, depiction and inscription of the annunciation. 
Israel Museum. Photograph by Avraham Hay. 

Fig 24.   6th century Coptic textile in the Victoria and Albert museum. 
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SIX 
 
 

A Pagan and Christian 5th – 6th Century Bread 
Mould? 

An Artifact Reconsidered 

S  

 Robert C. Gregg  
 

 

eing an academic companion in arms with Dennis Groh brought me many 

benefits. In what follows I thank him for just one of these: his approach to 

Christian history not only through its textual remains, but also via data recovered 

from the dirt.  Already involved in analyzing Roman pottery when I met him, his 

fascinations with archaeological studies invited me to move beyond the strictly 

literary and intellectual-history perspectives of my training.  Following our Arius 

studies, he played a role in connecting me with an epigraphical project involving 

stones from the ancient Golan. These and other lessons from Denny were factors 

in my re-orientation as a social historian—one interested in early Christians 

among and interacting with people of other religions and loyalties in the late 

Roman and early Byzantine Mediterranean world.     

It was in the company of Jaroslav Folda, to whom I was introduced by 

Denny, that I first saw the two-sided limestone press or mould that is the subject 

of this contribution.  Jaro and I concluded a course on early Christian art with a 

B 
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class pilgrimage to the Metropolitan Museum’s 1979  “Age of Spirituality” 

exhibition.  The brief description of the artifact posted in the museum and 

published later in the volume edited by Kurt Weitzmann struck me at the time as 

plausible and yet questionable (in the strict sense), and so I gave the bread mould 

a place in that cluster of smaller and larger puzzles that most of us store in the 

backs of our brains for a later day.    Nearly four decades later, it seems to me 

proper to salute Denny and his contributions as scholar and teacher by focusing 

on this puzzling 5th-6th century ritual object – one that beguiles with its intricate 

carvings and tantalizing inscriptions, and cries out for some informed guesses 

about its function.  Denny is such a deep and firm friend that he will not feel any 

compunction to buy my argument. (The same goes for Jaro.)1 

 

Frazer’s Interpretation 

Margaret English Frazer, former Curator for the Metropolitan Museum’s 

Department of Medieval Art, was Kurt Weitzmann’s chief collaborator in the 

organization of “Age of Spirituality:  Late Antique and Early Christian Art, Third 

to Seventh Century,” writing a substantial amount of the resulting book’s text, and 

contributing critical comments on several of the items exhibited – among them 

item 522 on pages 583-4, described as a “Mold with three angels at Mamre.”2 

A more extensive analysis of the object was published by Frazer in Gesta 

(XVIII/1 (1979), 137-146).3  Its title offers more description, but also a strong 

suggestion of the difficulty in identifying the piece:  “A Syncretistic Pilgrim’s 

                                            
1 Thanks go to others with whom I’ve spoken and from whom I’ve gained advice about this 

project:  Brian Daley, Courtney Gregg, Stephen Hinton, Thomas Mathews, Jody Maxmin, Bissera 
Pentcheva, Kelly Spoerl, Stephen Shoemaker, and especially Rebecca Lyman and Dayna Kalleres, 
both of whom read the draft, caught errors, and made several excellent suggestions for sharpening 
and clarifying my arguments.   They too will exercise freedom in choosing their distances from 
my argument and its conclusions. 

2 Kurt Weitzmann, ed., Age of Spirituality (New York: The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 
1979). 

3 Mary English Frazer, “A Syncretistic Pilgrim’s Mould from Mamre (?),” Gesta 18.1 
(1979), 137-145.  
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Mould from Mamre (?)”  To which word or words in the title did the question 

mark apply?  Frazer carefully explored a range of interpretive possibilities 

concerning the object’s “complex and unique iconography”4 on her way to a 

judgment that the mould, once used in connection with festival rituals taking 

place near Abraham’s well and the oak tree, presents on the one side “a hieratic, 

symbol-laden Christian illustration of the Three Angels under the Oak at Mamre 

and on the other a cultic image of a pagan goddess, Aphrodite Urania and/or 

Atargatis/Hera of Hierapolis, with whom the Virgin Mary may have been 

assimilated.”5  In this section I wish to trace the lines of Frazer’s argument, 

underlining its primary interrogations and claims.  

Before doing so, however, I should mention a difference between Frazer’s 

perspective and mine on the meanings and connotations of syncretism.  Frazer did 

not enjoy the benefits of recent and ongoing scholarly re-examinations of  cultural 

interactions – local, regional, “national” – that, by investigating the processes of 

“hybridization” through lenses of post-colonial criticism, render problematic 

many time-honored notions of syncretism, especially those that regarded the 

phenomenon as a one-directional influence of the impure upon the pure, and 

pointed to threats of pollution to the words, rituals, and beliefs in need of 

protection by an invaded group’s boundary-keepers.6  In the course of presenting 

                                            
4 Frazer, “Syncretistic Pilgrim’s Mould,” 137.   
5 Ibid., 143.  
6 A good sampling of the re-thinking of this very old term and what it once attempted to 

capture can be seen in the essays in Charles Stewart and Rosalind Shaw, eds., Syncretism/Anti-
Syncretism: The Politics of Religious Synthesis. European Association of Social Anthropologists 
(New York: Routledge, 1994), and in Anita Maria Leopold and Jeppe Sinding Jensen, eds., 
Syncretism in Religion: A Reader. Critical Categories in the Study of Religion (New York: 
Routledge, 2005).  As a preface to his striking argument in  “Syncretism and the Holy Man in Late 
Antique Egypt,” (Journal of Early Christian Studies 11:3 (2003), 339-385, David Frankfurter 
summarized the change in conceptualizations: “’Syncretism’ as a notion of cultural process has 
gone the way of many other terms – ‘monotheism,’ ‘paganism,’ ‘fetishism’ – under the broad 
nominalist enterprise affecting religious studies over the last twenty years. Where once one could 
speak confidently of monolithic institutions – the Church, paganism – in struggle or collusion, 
now we speak of contested regional identities, competing discourses of authority or modernity, 
and local religious self-determination. In its assumption of coherent theological systems, of 
irresistible religious teachings, and of native passivity and ignorance, ‘syncretism’ has been 
largely abandoned for such terms as ‘hybridity,’ ‘heterogeneity,’ and ‘cultural synthesis,’ as 
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Frazer’s case about this bread mould in her own terms, I shall want to pause to 

reflect on, and question, the understanding of syncretism that informs parts of her 

analysis.  

Now in the Malcove Collection at the University of Toronto Art Center, this 

two-faced mould, reportedly found in Jerusalem, is 3.5 cm. high and 14 cm. in 

diameter (Figure 18).7  Its creation is dated to the 5th or 6th century.  A clearer idea 

of the appearance of the mould’s impressed image is gained by flipping and 

inverting the photo (Figure 19).  (In the descriptions that follow, the positions and 

orientations of figures and objects are given in reference to this intended 

“product” – e.g., to note that the pictured oak tree arches up from the left in the 

larger scene, and that in the lower scene two human figures are positioned on the 

right.) 

The inscription following the curve along the right edge of this face of the 

mould reads: ΕΙΛΕΩΣ ΜΟΙ ΟΙ ΑΝΓΕΛΟΙ, which Frazer rendered “May the 

angels look propitiously upon me.”8 Frazer’s treatment of this engraved scene 

(inspired, of course, by Genesis 18:1-15) drew attention to important features:  the 

visual prominence of the angels seated under the overarching limb of the tree 

(with its birdcage); the likeness of the trio to emperors depicted on a 4th c. 

medallion of Constans; the distinction, by virtue of his greater size and gesturing 

arm, of the central angel as “the Lord”; the cups in the visitors’ left hands, and the 

“star shaped loaves” on the table before them; the fact that “two [of the angels] 

point their staffs at objects displayed in the exergue: the heifer to be served to 

them by Abraham, and a bucket-like container representing Abraham’s well.”9 

                                                                                                                                
historians and anthropologists try to encompass that truly interesting phenomenon, the mixture of 
traditions, with more critically astute sensibilities about power, discourse, and identity, and the 
realization that “mixture” is normative to religions, ‘purity’ rare and often invented” (240). 

7 I am indebted to Heather Darling Pigat, Collections Manager at the University of Toronto 
Art Centre, who provided me with images of the mould, and arranged for permission to reproduce 
them. 

8 Frazer, “Syncretistic Pilgrim’s Mould,” 137. 
9 Ibid., 138-139.   
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Within the smaller scene beneath, which depicts the preparation of a meal 

for the angelic visitors, Frazer described the dress and the actions of the two: the 

short tunic of the patriarch as he carries a basin and Sarah’s long dress as she 

bears a cantharos.  Frazer also noted the presence of the well, absent from the 

biblical account but, “according to many sources…located beneath the oak at 

Mamre.”10 

While referring to iconographic analogues for the image on this face of the 

mould elsewhere in early Christian art, notably (and with corresponding detail) in 

mosaics in San Vitale in Ravenna and Sta. Maria Maggiore, Frazer argued that 

this artifact’s representation especially heeds  “the sacred topography of Mamre” 

and emphasizes “the spiritual import of the angelic theophany” – features which 

she understood to be “characteristic of cultic pilgrimage art.”11 It is the presence 

of the well in the mould (missing in the mosaic depictions of the angel visitors in 

the two great basilicas mentioned) that she regarded as giving evidence of Mamre 

the place.12  The separation of the upper register’s grand angels, in their icon-like 

frontality, from the preparations taking place below suggested to Frazer a 

particularly spiritual emphasis in the art: “It is as though the line that divides the 

exergue from the main scene is the line between earth and heaven.”13 

Of particular importance to Frazer’s analysis of the bread mould and its 

possible function is one among a number of reports by church historians of what 

Constantine’s mother-in-law Eutropia was horrified to see when she visited 

Mamre “for prayer.”  Sozomen (Ecclesiastical History 2.4), writing more than a 

century after her visit, describes in vivid detail the array of religious observances 

and a festival marketplace near the tree and well in Abraham’s ancient compound. 

This summer celebration, drawing people to Mamre from areas in Palestine and 

                                            
10 Frazer, “Syncretistic Pilgrim’s Mould,” 138.  
11 Ibid.  
12 Ibid., 139: “Whereas the oak of Mamre, which is mentioned in the Genesis text, appears 

almost without exception in illustrations of the Angels’ visit to Abraham, among early 
representations of the  scene, the well is unique to this mould.” 

13 Ibid., 139.   
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from Phoenicia and Arabia, included Jews, Christians, and pagans, each group 

considering the place holy and powerful for its own reasons (as Sozomen 

conjectures, out of honor of their ancestor, devotion to one who visited the “godly 

man” and later was born of the Virgin as the savior, and enthusiasm for a place 

where angels had appeared, respectively).  Numerous practices and rites of the 

pagan contingent are described: sexual abstention during the time of the festival, 

invocations of the angels, animal and bird sacrifices as well as incense offerings at 

altars set up near Abraham’s well, and processions of people in dress particular to 

the event.  Frazer’s quotation of Sozomen concluded with these sentences: 

No one during the time of the feast drew water from that well; for according 
to pagan usage, some placed burning lamps near it; some poured out wine or 
cast in cakes, and others coins, myrrh, or incense.  Hence, as I suppose, the 
water was rendered useless by commixture with the things cast into it. 

Frazer added: “The prominence given the well on the mould, singled out as it is 

by one of the angels, may reflect its important role during the Mamre Festival.”14 

Referring to common features of pilgrimage art objects like the ampullas, 

medals and tokens of Palestinian provenance and dating from the 5th-8th centuries, 

Frazer elaborated her earlier description of this scene as hieratic:  the angels 

dominate the mould’s image on this side of the mould in the way that the art on 

ampullas from Bethlehem, for example, centrally display the enthroned Virgin 

holding Jesus, while reducing in size and significance the figures of the Magi as 

well as the individual “moments” of the Nativity story, which are given in scenes 

regularly positioned below or around the main portrait.  

The bird cage hanging from the oak’s limb and the heifer being indicated by 

one of the angels represented to Frazer key Christian elements found on this side 

of the mould.  Drawing upon the interpretation by Grabar and Hjort of the bird 

cage as a symbol of the soma – sema condition of the human, she proposed that 

the closed cage suggests the inability of Abraham and Sarah to comprehend fully 

                                            
14 Frazer, “Syncretistic Pilgrim’s Mould,” 139.   
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what the angels’ visit portends – especially the miraculous conception of Isaac as 

a forecast of Mary’s conception of Christ.15  Origen’s Homily IV on Genesis and 

Ambrose’s On Abraham (1.5) were enlisted in Frazer’s ensuing interpretation: 

The oak under which the angels sit signifies Vision, an interpretation of the 
word Mamre, while the cakes prepared by Sarah are mystic bread.  The 
leaven concealed in them contains the knowledge of the divine mysteries, 
which must be kept hidden from profane eyes.  Abraham’s well may refer to 
his washing of the angels’ feet, which was not only a necessary act of 
hospitality, but also indirectly a prefiguration of Christ’s washing the 
apostles’ feet at the Last Supper.  Indeed the portrayal of the meal scene 
with the angels holding cups and the bread displayed on the table recalls the 
Eucharist and the Last Supper.  The angels in the scene in the Roman and 
Ravennate mosaics point to the bread and seem to bless it.16 
 

Frazer, again drawing upon Origen and Ambrose, underlined the importance of 

the heifer – “the principal symbol of Christ” – in that the calf “represents the 

mystery of the Passion of Christ.”17   

At the close of this portion of iconographic analysis, Frazer addressed 

questions of both form and function, arguing that the image’s “emphasis on 

typology, but particularly the hieratic format of the scene, and topological 

references of oak and well indicate that the mould was probably made for use at 

Mamre.”18 Alongside these elements noted and elaborated by Frazer, we 

recognize the importance to her of two basic interpretive building-blocks: the 

depiction of the well in particular (the oak shows up in other Christian 

representations of the scene, as she noted), and Sozomen’s account of multi-

religious Mamre celebrations, with its report of the pagan practice of lighting 

lamps near it, and casting into the well, along with coins and incense, cakes.  

                                            
15 Frazer, “Syncretistic Pilgrim’s Mould,” 139. The theses of Grabar and Hjort about 

meanings attaching to bird cages in some early Christian art seem to me not applicable here, 
especially as the cage pictured on the mould appears to empty, with a bird positioned above it.  
I’m not prepared to pursue symbolic meanings that may have attached to this item, even though it 
must have been intended as more than decoration and space-filler.  

16 Ibid.  
17 Ibid. 
18 Ibid. 
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Frazer believed it likely that the mould was an implement produced for marking 

these bread offerings. 

Turning to the image on the other side (Figure 20), Frazer suggested that it 

“should be seen in the same context, a fact that makes the interpretations of its 

exotic iconography difficult but intriguing.”19  

The inscription (Figure 21) reads: ΔΕΧΟΜΕ ΧΑΙΡΩΝ ΤΗΝ ΟΥΡΑΝΙΑΝ, 

which allows more than one reading – e.g., “I receive, rejoicing, the heavenly 

[one] (in the feminine),” as Frazer suggested at the opening of her article,20 or as a 

greeting or invitation directed to Urania (as Frazer interpreted it in the passage 

below).21 

Frazer’s description touches on all of the image’s features on the way 

towards her identification of the figure: 

A woman, wearing a calathos from beneath which falls a star-studded veil 
over a tunic, is seated (chair or bench not visible) resting her feet (hidden 
beneath her mantle) on a pedestal.  Heavily jeweled, she raises her left hand 
to her cheek, and with a protective gesture she shelters (or blesses?) a 
mound of six balls under her right.  Four trees, palms judging from the 
circular rings of their bark, flank her.  As in Palmyrene art, they may 
indicate her sacred garden, which is her temple or sanctuary. The inscription 
addresses the woman as Urania, queen of heaven, an epithet given to several 
goddesses in the late Roman world: Isis, Astarte, Atargatis, and Aphrodite.22 

Among similarities in the depictions of several of these goddesses to the mould’s 

figure – robes decorated with stars, a hand gesture of Aphrodite of Aphaca on a 

coin, and veils descending from elaborate headdresses – Frazer noted in particular 

the description in De Dea Syria of a statue of Hera (of many names) who bore a 

gem on her head that “flashes like a great light in the nighttime,” finding in this a 

precedent for the star decorating the woman’s calathos in the mould’s image.23 

                                            
19 Frazer, “Syncretistic Pilgrim’s Mould,” 140.  
20 Ibid., 137.  
21 The final E of ΔΕΧΟΜΕ = AI, a misspelling probably based on the pronunciation of the  

AI sound as E.  This “exchange” is not uncommon in inscriptions of the period.  
22 Ibid., 140.   
23 Frazer, “Syncretistic Pilgrim’s Mould,” 140.  
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Reaching the determination that the female figure “appears to be a pagan 

representation of Aphrodite Urania and/or the Syrian goddess,” Frazer pondered 

how this deity could appear on the same object that “depicts the Judeo–Christian 

scene of the three angels under the oak.”24  She turned to the spheroid shapes 

beneath the goddess’s hand, identifying them (on the basis of their close similarity 

to bread loaves depicted on a Palmyrene tessera) as cakes, tying them to 

Sozomen’s report of cakes being cast into Abraham’s well at the summer festival 

at Mamre.  The historian’s comments about the women and their deportment 

during these cultic observances suggested to Frazer that “[a]lthough the evidence 

is sparse, their role may reflect the worship of a goddess at the site.”25 

From Eusebius’ account in Vita Constantini 53.4 of Eutropia’s horror at 

seeing pagan sacrifices at Mamre, and the resulting decision by the emperor to 

remove the offending actions and its perpetrators, and to build a basilica there, 

and from Sozomen’s version, elaborated, of the same events, Frazer framed the 

historical setting which illuminates the two-sided mould.  Perhaps among the 

idols that once stood near Abraham’s tree and well was one like the goddess 

engraved on this bread mould.  And possibly this festival context provides an 

explanation for what seem to be “such divergent images on its faces.”  Frazer 

inferred from the slight difference in size of the images on the two sides (the 

variation is indeed very slight: the scene with the angels is 11.5 cm. in diameter, 

while that of the goddess is 11.8) that the two faces of the moulds might have 

been used separately.  It is not entirely clear whether Frazer meant on separate 

things (bread cakes or mementos) to be stamped, or that each of its two sides 

served to produce impressions for different purposes and clients.  She wrote: 

Considering that the mould shows the goddess protecting or blessing cakes 
of bread, it may have served that purpose at Mamre.  One of the enterprising 
merchants mentioned by Sozomenus might have used it to stamp cakes for 

                                            
24 Ibid.  
25 Ibid., 141.  
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people at the festival to carry away with them or to throw, at the height of 
the celebrations, ‘with hilarity,’ into Abraham’s well. 

An interruption to this laying-out of Frazer’s thesis seems necessary at this 

point.  Most bread stamps that have survived from this period – several of which 

are two-sided – seem to have been applied to a single loaf.26  If a bread cake or 

another kind of memento were stamped with one or the other of the two sides, as 

Frazer seems to suggest, the mould might be thought to be dual-purpose “tool” 

with more than one kind of buyer and user – on the one hand, a Christian (or 

possibly a Jew) seeking an image of the angel visitation, and, on the other, a 

pagan seeking an image of the goddess who is understood to be present near 

Mamre, perhaps because it is a place celebrated for its powers of fertility.  A 

pilgrim loaf bearing the images from both sides of the mould, if its buyer 

understands the female form to be Urania (by this and another of her 

names/associations), fits a particular definition of religious syncretism – the 

commixture of elements from traditions capable of being described in their 

particularity and discreteness:  the goddess of the devotee who obtained the 

impressed bread cake is pulled into a narrative about angels and a couple named 

Abraham and Sarah, or vice versa.   The starkness of the two options just 

suggested is unsatisfying for those of us who know well the rich diversity, 

malleability and interactions of religious beliefs and behaviors in late antiquity. 

We must recall Frazer’s title, and its parenthesized question mark.  Not only do 

several possible meanings of the term “syncretistic” need consideration, so too, at 

this point, does the issue of whether the two faces of the mould, with their distinct 

iconographies, might have a unity or congruence in their intended message(s).  

Sensitive to the fact that she had taken as the historical setting for her 

interpretation of the bread mould events earlier than the manufacture of the 

artifact – i.e., descriptions of pagan activities at Mamre in the early years of the 

4th century – Frazer pointed to evidence of the persistence and vitality of 
                                            

26 See George Galavaris, Bread and the Liturgy (Madison: The University of Wisconsin 
Press, 1970), and particularly the two sided stamps pictured in Figures 16, 17, and 24. 
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paganism in various places in the region (Heliopolis, Gaza, Edessa), which 

Christian writers up to the 6th century themselves report.  Citing a large number of 

coins from the late 4th and early 5th centuries found in the excavation of Mamre in 

the 1920s, she proposed that market activity related to the site and involving 

pagans “probably continued.”27 Frazer was intent upon making this claim:  

It seems reasonable to suppose that Mamre, even after Constantine’s 
instructions to his bishops, was not rid of its pagan past.  The mould clearly 
supports this reasoning: its figural style is unlikely to be pre-Constantinian, 
but may well date from the fifth or early sixth century.28  

An assessment of the mould’s artistic features in comparison with both 

pagan representations of goddesses in the 3rd and Christian pilgrims’ ampullae of 

late 6th and early 7th centuries informed Frazer’s dating of the artifact to the late 

5th-early 6th century.  An obvious question presented itself:  

Considering this date, is it likely that so blatant a pagan image as the 
goddess on the mould could be made for the site of Mamre?  Might she in 
some way represent the Virgin?  At first, or even second examination, it 
would appear not.  Nothing distinguishes her as Christian, neither her 
costume nor her attributes, particularly her calathos, which is the symbol of 
an Eastern deity par excellence.”29 

Taking note of well-known early images of the Virgin in which attributes of 

goddesses were “assimilated” (e.g., the features of Isis Lactans, or the robe with 

stars that drapes an Aphrodite at Paphos), Frazer asserted that in these cases there 

were Mary-markers (“hairstyle, clothing, or inscription as the Christian Virgin”) 

so specific that her representations would not be confused with the likes of 

Aphrodite, Atargatis/Hera (and presumably, though she was not named, Urania).   

Nevertheless, Frazer pointed out, there are Christian texts which speak of Mary in 

                                            
27 Frazer, “Syncretistic Pilgrim’s Mould,” 141.  
28 Ibid., 142-143. This line of reasoning, as I read it, requires and therefore employs some 

circularity:  since the limestone press is from Mamre, and contains a goddess image, but dates 
from the 5th-6th centuries, then acts of pagan cultic life must soon have re-emerged there, if they 
were actually successfully stifled by those under Constantine’s command.  

29 Ibid., 142.   
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ways that seem to draw from the characterizations and attributes of the goddesses 

– accusations that the Nestorians spoke of Mary as the Mother of the Gods, and 

Epiphanius’ complaints about Christians making food offerings to Mary (on the 

model of such cultic honorings of the pagan Queen of Heaven under her several 

names).  An episode in Religious Discussion  at the Court of Sasanias in which 

statues of gods speak to Sasanian king Cyrus  about Urania, also named Pêgê 

(from whom a divine triad issued, including a savior son), led Frazer to probe the 

extent to which this goddess, said to bear a star on her royal diadem, might have 

relevance to the mould.  The Trinity born of Urania may have been related to the 

emergent Christian view of the typological meaning of the visiting angels.  Frazer 

asked:  “Does the goddess on the mould, to all appearances Atargatis/Hera/ 

Aphrodite, add to Lucian’s account of the Syrian Goddess yet one more aspect, 

that of the Virgin Mary?”30 

This question of whether the figure of Mary might have been another layer 

or dimension added to the mould’s goddess holds a qualified place in Frazer’s 

concluding paragraph.  The two sides of the bread mould feature  (to repeat 

Frazer’s statement) a “symbol-laden Christian illustration” and “a cultic image of 

a pagan goddess, Aphrodite Urania and/or Atargatis/Hera of Hieropolis, with 

whom the Virgin Mary may have been assimilated.”31 About the mould and its 

function, however, Frazer reached a definite judgment:   

Since the impressions made by the two sides differ in diameter, they were 
used for different objects, or rather most probably as stamps for different 
cakes of bread, carrying on a tradition of a pre-Constantinian cultic ritual 
performed at Abraham’s well.   

The imaginative and judicious exposition by Frazer was, in the end, 

compelled to grapple with the fact that the two images are carved on the single 

piece of limestone, and constitute a single object of art. We’re reminded of the 

question mark that stands at the end of her study. The term “syncretism” was 

                                            
30 Frazer, “Syncretistic Pilgrim’s Mould,” 143.   
31 Ibid.   
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required to capture what Frazer believed the Mamre mould to be, both in its 

imagery and in its uses.  

The blatant syncretism as well as the awkward size and shape (without 
handles it must have been cumbersome to use as a stamp) may have led to 
its short working life and an early retirement while still in excellent 
condition.  It preserves for us, by good fortune, a rare illustration of the 
syncretism of Christian and pagan imagery that so plagued church leaders of 
the fifth and sixth centuries in the Christian East.32   

The last sentence is telling.  The mould’s goddess figure was a frustration, a 

finger-poke in the eye of the church and its custodians of the faith. 

In attempting to decipher this mould along quite different lines from Frazer I 

may not succeed in reaching an interpretation free of its own lingering question 

mark.  Nevertheless I wish to propose other possibilities about this artifact.  In the 

process of doing so, I hope to examine the ways we imagine developments within 

a religion’s artistic vocabulary even while that religion is in regular conversation 

with the theologies, ideologies and iconographies of other communities.  I should 

register at the outset an uneasiness about notions of borrowings between 

communities and cultures that take for granted a resulting corruption or loss of 

purity – an inevitable blurring and blending of once-definite traditions.  In late 

antique and early Byzantine art as well as literature, influence – frequently in the 

form of intentional borrowing and adaptation – reveals interactions between 

symbol systems, the exchanges one expects to find in social and religious 

encounters.  It is not accurate, I think, to hold that such “transactions” inevitably 

resulted in fusion and confusion of those viewpoints – aesthetic, theological and 

mythological – that were held and sustained by groups which attended with some 

care to their inherited or chosen distinctiveness.  A comparative study of 

scriptural exegesis in this historical period by Jewish, Christian (and later, 

Muslim) commentators gives us just this impression:  familiarity with tradition of 

the “other,” leading to borrowing, exchanging and adapting ideas, motifs, and 

imagery, did not yield blended and edge-less interpretations, but rather more 
                                            

32 Frazer, “Syncretistic Pilgrim’s Mould,” 143.  
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calculatedly community-specific meanings within the writings each group 

counted as sacred.  A distinction is necessary between a group’s knowledge and 

use of the lore of others, and a mixing and dilution of the sort that the term 

syncretism until recently connoted.  

In the sections below, attention is given to the archaeological report that 

informed Frazer’s thesis, to a review and alternative assessment of the mould’s 

imagery and inscriptions, and to new concerns and interests within communities 

in the Christian East of the 5th-6th centuries that may bear strongly on the mould’s 

possible meaning(s) and function(s).  The Tendenz of this reassessment?  Rather 

than featuring on its two sides Christian and pagan themes and motifs (largely or 

fully independent of one another), what the artifact demonstrates is interest in 

miraculous fertility and conception – that expressed in the scene of the angels’ 

visit to the patriarch, and that of the Virgin Mary (whose features do indeed pay 

debts to long-established goddess iconography). In what ways do Christian 

literature and art of this period lend support to the claim that this artifact makes a 

strong and novel kind of Mariological statement?  

 

A text overdetermining the mould’s context? 

Sozomen’s description in E.H. 2.4 of the great summer feasts at Mamre 

enjoyed by Jews, Christians and pagans alike, and most notably his comment 

about the  “Hellenic practice” of throwing round cakes (popona) into the well 

(along with coins, myrhh and incense) strongly influenced Frazer’s interpretations 

of the mould’s two sides.  In the depiction of the angels’ visitation she gave 

singular attention to the well, and on the reverse side she emphasized the small 

round items beneath the goddess’s hand – bread cakes, to all appearances.  In 1957 

Evaristus Mader’s wonderfully detailed report of excavations at Mamre between 

1926-28 was published, and he too made significant use of the accounts by 

Eusebius, Socrates, and Sozomen in developing the picture of a  
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“Terebinthenmarkt” at the site that flourished from the 2nd-6th century, featuring 

“interkonfessionellen Heiligtums.”33 The church historians’ reports of what 

Constantine did to eliminate pagan practices at Mamre provide accounts of the 

emperor’s edicts calling for drastic measures:  demolition of altars, prohibition of 

offerings, the most severe penalties for idolaters.  At the end of his letter of 

reprimand to Macarius, Eusebius, and the other bishops of Palestine, Constantine 

writes: 

…this site should be both kept clear of every defilement and restored to its 
ancient holy state, so that no other activity goes on there except the 
performance of the cult appropriate to God the Almighty, our Savior and the 
Lord of the Universe.  It is your duty to protect it with necessary care, if 
indeed the fulfillment of my desires, which particularly accord with godly 
religion, so I firmly believe, is the wish of your Reverences. (Eusebius, V.C. 
3.53.).34 

It is provocative that Sozomen, in the course of telling of these goings-on 

that preceded the emperor’s crack-down, refers to the festival (and its market) as 

continuing in his day (he wrote his history between 439-450), drawing visitors 

and pilgrims from areas in Palestine, as well as  Phoenicians and Arabs.  Frazer 

adopted Mader’s view that the discovery of 1331 coins within the (65X50 meters) 

compound that now contained the Constantine-ordered basilica gave evidence of a 

still-flourishing religious market and a number of sanctuaries of separate 

religions.  Reversions to, or covert continuations of pagan ritual observances after 

Christian “cleansings” are well-documented in numerous 4th-6th century 

communities in the Mediterranean world, and one is alert to the fact that 

ecclesiastical historians like Eusebius and Sozomen chronicle the aggressive 

imperial campaigns against the idols, the demons, their shrines, and their devotees 

                                            
33 Evaristus Mader, Mambre, 2 Volumes, Text and Tafeln (Freiburg: Erich Wewel Verglag, 

1957) Text, 220-221.  
34 Translation is from Averil Cameron and Stuart Hall, eds., Eusebius: The Life of 

Constantine, Clarendon Ancient History Series (New York: Oxford University Press, 1999), 142-
143. 
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in a genre of triumphalist writing – one that claims victories that were often less 

than full, or, if they were accomplished, did not always hold. 

Is there, however, evidence from the excavations at Mamre that offerings 

continued to be made to gods and goddesses from the 3rd into the 5th or 6th century 

– within a few meters of the narthex of the Constantinian church?  Do data from 

from Mader’s dig give credence to the idea that a mould dating to the 5th or 6th 

century was equipping pagans to celebrate with their bread-offerings their 

goddess – Aphrodite Urania, or Atargatis/Hera?    

Surviving sculpture fragments found at a stratum predating the basilica 

(Mader took their condition and location to be evidence of the “radical and brutal” 

Christian purge) present us with a carved image of (an androgynous) Hermes, two 

representations of Bacchus, a votive-altar which also may point to Hermes/ 

Mercury, an impression of a winged and flame-throwing Amor, a female face in 

relief on an amphora’s handle, and several other masks on decorated pottery 

pieces.   Two inscriptions too brief to be read are dated to the 2nd-3rd centuries, 

while three Christian inscriptions are from the 4th-5th centuries, and are of a 

familiar invocative type – e.g., “Lord God, help your servant Paregorios.”  A large 

building block has been incised with numerous pilgrims’ crosses.    Among the 50 

oil lamps found none bears among its decorations of vines, rosettes, circles, etc., 

any definite polytheist markers or motifs.  A significant number are identifiably 

Christian – one bearing a Chi-Rho, another a fish symbol, and many others with 

carved crosses.   The ambiguous figures that can be either palm-branches, 

menorahs, or trees-of-life occur on several lamps.35   There are no stamps or 

presses among the excavated materials, and nowhere was found a figure of a 

goddess resembling the figure on our mould, nor an inscription naming any one of 

the Urania-types Frazer identified.    

There was a long history of visitors to the place where Abraham lived;  

Mader’s team found evidence of  Herodian, Hadrianic, Constantinian, and then 

                                            
35 Mader, Mambre, Vol.2: Tafeln, Tafeln LXXIII-XCV. 
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(by the 9th century) Arabic walling and building. Influenced by the several lines 

from Sozomen, Mader advanced the thesis that the liveliest period of the site, 

running from the 2nd-6th century, was due to the religious rituals at the oak and 

well being conducted by Jews, pagans, and Christians.  The strong datum for his 

interpretation was the large number of coins found within the temenos, indicative 

to him of the trade of merchants and those visitors purchasing offerings.  The 

coins range in date from Antiochus IV (175-164 B.C.E.) to Justinian (ca. 482-

565) to 15th c. Arabic bronze coins.  Do the coins lend support to Mader’s view of 

what transpired after the construction of the Christian basilica at Mamre, namely, 

“the continuance of idolatry, even on the part of the Christians“?36  He (and Frazer 

after him) relied upon Sozomen’s report in advancing this picture of activity at a 

multi-religious holy place. The numismatic evidence does not yield the kind of 

information claimed for it by Mader and Frazer – i.e., confirmation of a 

flourishing  “interkonfessional” or “syncretistic” religious marketplace and cult 

center.  The majority of the coins (819 of the 1331) come from the years between 

the reigns of Constantine (d. 337) and Arcadius (d. 408).  If one assumes that the 

locations of the coins recovered within the walled area told a story about diverse 

religious activities, the “reading” is ambiguous, for the coins found in the area of 

the basilica and its narthex strongly outnumber those discovered near the well, the 

altar, and the west wall’s entrance to the sanctuary. 

Another picture of what transpired at this locus sanctus in the years 

following the building of the church can be imagined, especially if one takes 

seriously Mader’s supposition that the basilica’s form was itself affected by the 

altar (seen at the center of the drawing, running just below the line marking N-S 

in the plan) present there (Figure 22). 

In comparison with the dimensions of other Constantinian basilicas, this 

structure’s axis from apse to narthex (east to west) is shortened – in order to 

accommodate the altar that stood just 5 meters outside the church’s entrance.  
                                            

36 Mader, Mambre, Vol. 1: Textband, 135.  “…die Weiterführung des Götzendienstes, 
selbst von seiten der Christen, verhindern zu können.” 
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Mader concluded that Constantine’s architects preserved the large stone in its 

place out of a belief that it was the one erected by the patriarch himself (Genesis 

13:18).37  According to Sozomen (E.H. 2.4), when he was informed of pagan altar 

sacrifices being celebrated in Mamre, the emperor commanded the demolition of 

the altar from its foundations. This report differs from Eusebius’ much earlier 

narrative, according to which multiple altars had been erected under the oak; these 

the emperor ordered to be destroyed and replaced by a church (Eusebius E.H. 

1.18).  

 Questions about the altar (or large stone) visible to pilgrims within the walls 

of the sanctuary invite a digression.  One of several Jewish texts is intriguing in 

that it points to other traditions in circulation about remnants from Abraham’s 

days, and their powers.  In a report of a 12th c. journey we read:  

Among the oaks of Mamre, at a distance from there [i.e., Damascus], dwelt 
an old man, who was near death when Rabbi  Petachia arrived there, and he 
told his son to show Rabbi Petachia the tree under which the angels rested.  
He also showed him a fine olive-tree cleft into three parts with a stone in the 
middle.  They have a tradition that when the angels sat down the tree was 
cleft in three parts, each resting under one part whilst sitting on the stone.  
The fruits of the tree are very sweet.  By the tree is the well of Sarah; its 
waters are clear and sweet.  By the well is the tent of Sarah.  Close by 
Mamre is a plain, and on the other side it is about a hundred cubits from the 
well of Sarah to the well of Abraham; its water is very agreeable.  They also 
showed him the stone of twenty-eight cubits upon which Abraham, our 
father, was circumcised.  The old man affirmed with an oath, now that he 
was quitting the world and would not utter a falsehood, but that one day, on 
the fast of the Day of Atonement, he had seen a fiery angel who was 
offering up his devotions and a fiery horse by the well of Sarah.38   

                                            
37 Mader, Mambre, Vol. 1,Text, 103-106. 
38 Elkan Nathan Adler, Jewish Travellers, (New York: The Bloch Publishing Company, 

1931) 90-91.  See also 120, where we read that a century later Rabbi Jacob, espousing “the 
journeyings of the children of Israel who wish to go to contemplate and pray at the graves of the 
Patriarchs, the righteous and the saints of the Holy Land,” added a note about one of the stone's 
uses: “About three parasangs from Hebron, on the Jerusalem road, there is on the left, near the hill, 
the Oaks of Mamre and there is the stone upon which Abraham sat after he had been circumcised, 
and people take dust from the stone to heal circumcision.”  
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To return to the early 4th century and Mamre’s reconfiguration by the ruler 

intent upon having a “place of worship … built in honor of the God who was seen 

there” (Eusebius V.C. 3.51), the basilica’s placement and shape stake a firm 

Christian architectural claim to the site and to its significance.39  Pilgrims who 

came from the tomb of the patriarchs in Hebron to nearby Mamre in search of 

Abraham’s habitation, its oak and well, would have found (from the 4th to at least 

the 7th centuries) the result of Constantine’s Christianizing initiative: a site 

visually dominated by a church and no doubt tended by its clergy, even if, as is 

likely, those visitors included Jews and pagans.40  The supposition that non-

Christians were invited or allowed to make offerings to their deities (the market 

god Hermes/Mercury, as Mader suggested, or the goddess(es) Aphrodite Urania 

or Atargatis/Hera, as Frazer concluded) in that setting presumes a sort of  all-

religions-welcome-center that flies in the face of the kinds of interactions between 

Hellenes and Christians so fully exposed by Frank Trombley, whose remarks 

about the history of rituals at the site of the Oak of Mamre (as well as other 

places) take fully into account, along with the broad and lasting appeal and set of 

traditions associated with a place like the Oak, the factor of a particular religious 

community’s control of and dominance over a site at this or that time.41  While 

noting that such sites, caves and trees in particular, “had always had sacred 

associations in more than one local religion and evoked awe in all who visited 

them,” Trombley sees the Christianization of Mamre as the takeover of what “in 

the fourth century lay inside a pagan temenos with an altar set up next to the tree 

for sacrifices,” citing Eusebius V.C. 3.51-52.42   

                                            
39 Averil Cameron and Stuart Hall, Life of Constantine, 141. 
40 Adamnanus, De Locis Santis 11.11.6 (CCSL 175, 211) lets us know that a monastery 

existed in Terebinthus in the 7th century (see below).  It is thought to have continued in operation 
after the Arab conquest.  See “Mamre,” by Itzhaq Magen, in Ephraim Stern, et al, eds., The New 
Encyclopedia of Archaeological Excavations in the Holy Land (Jerusalem: Carta, 1993). 

41 Frank R. Trombley, Hellenic Religion and Christianization C. 370-529, 2 vols. Leiden: 
E.J. Brill, 1993-4, 1.112, 114, 156. 

42 Trombley, Hellenic Religion and Christianization, 1.112. 
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To picture the Oak of Mamre and Abraham’s well as a locus sanctus 

ecclesiasticized in the early 4th century and remaining so in ensuing centuries 

matches (more credibly, I am supposing, than Sozomen’s testimony about pagan 

cultic activity there in the early 5th century) what we are told by Christians of the 

period in which the mould was created.  Already in 333 the pilgrim of Bordeaux 

registers what he saw when his journey took him from Jerusalem to Hebron: 

Four miles from Jerusalem, on the right of the highway to Bethlehem, is the 
tomb in which was laid Jacob’s wife Rachel.  Two miles further on, on the 
left, is Bethlehem, where the Lord Jesus Christ was born, and where a 
basilica has been built by the command of Constantine.  Not far away is the 
tomb of Ezekiel, Asaph, Job, Jesse, David, and Solomon.  Their names are 
written in Hebrew characters low down on the wall as you go down into the 
vault.  Fourteen miles away is Bethsur, at which is the spring where Philip 
baptized the eunuch.  It is nine miles to Terebinthus, where Abraham lived 
and dug a well beneath the terebinth tree, and spoke and ate with the angels; 
an exceptionally beautiful basilica has been built there by command of 
Constantine.  Two miles on from there is Hebron, where there is a 
remarkably beautiful tomb, square and made of stone, in which are laid 
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, and Sarah, Rebecca, and Leah.43  

Has the Bordeaux pilgrim to the Holy Land come to Mamre in a time in 

which pagan ritual observances have been forcefully, but only for the time being, 

curtailed or banished?  Later pilgrims make no mention of pagan cultic activity, 

offerings, or a festival market at Mamre, but they do add some interesting details 

to what could be seen there.  

When Paula, his companion in the building of monastic life in Bethlehem, 

died in 404, Jerome composed a consolatory message for one of her daughters, 

and within it reminisced on the journey to holy places he had taken nineteen years 

earlier with Paula, who had also in her company “many virgins and her daughter” 

(Jerome, Letter to Eustochium 14.4).44  We read:  

Before long she was entering Sarah’s Cells, and saw the cradle of Isaac, and 
the remains of Abraham’s oak, under which she “saw the day of Christ,” and 

                                            
43 Wilkinson, Egeria’s Travels, 162-163. 
44 John Wilkinson, Jerusalem Pilgrims (Warminster: Aris & Phillips Ltd., 1977), 52. 
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was glad.  Further on she mounted to Hebron…. (Jerome, Letter to 
Eustochuim 11. 3).45  

The brief comment is rich in its suggestion of what Mamre presented in the 

late 4th century to a Christian visitor with pious interest in, and detailed itinerary 

of,  biblical locations and their stories.  Paula found the cradle of the promised 

heir on display.  She could only have understood it in relation to the manger 

which once held Jesus in Bethlehem.46  “The day of Christ” Paula saw and 

delighted in under the patriarch’s oak is unclear in its definition, except that it 

registers some sense (informed by biblical knowledge) she had of the presence of 

Christ, perhaps as the Savior accompanied by two angels.47  

The reference to “Sarah’s Cells” is noteworthy.  The term cellula Jerome 

regularly uses to describe a small room, or hut, in which an ascetic takes up 

residence.  This cluster of cells is institutionalized enough to bear Sarah’s name 

(we shall want to return to this association of the matriarch with asceticism), and 

seems to have been a convent.48  Jerome’s notice is an early attestation of the 

site’s attraction for early Christians seeking the life of virginity.  We have no 

reason to doubt that Christian ascetics continued to reside at Mamre. Three 

                                            
45 Ibid., 50.  
46 Thanks to Rebecca Lyman for this observation. 
47  Wilkinson, Jerusalem Pilgrims, 50, n. 53, which cites, in explanation of “the day of 

Christ,” both Genesis 18, and John 8:56: “Your ancestor Abraham rejoiced that he would see my 
day; he saw it and was glad.”  Paula was no doubt exposed to interpretations of “the day” similar 
to the one we find later in Caesarius of Arles’ Sermon 83.5.  Building on the etymology of Mamre 
(=vision, or discernment), Caesarius writes:  “Do you see what kind of a place it is in which the 
Lord can have a feast?  The vision and discernment of Abraham delighted Him; he was clean of 
heart, so that he could see God.  Therefore, in such a place and in such a heart the Lord can have 
His feast.  Of this vision our Lord spoke to the Jews in the Gospel when he said: ‘Abraham 
rejoiced that he was to see my day.  He saw it and was glad.’ He saw my day, He says, because he 
recognized the Trinity.”  The linkage of seeing “the day of Christ” with the perception of the 
Trinity is played out by Caesarius in two ways:  one has to do with Abraham’s envisioning of each 
member of the Triad as a day, and the three together as day, and the other allegorizes Sarah as the 
church, and the three measures of flour as faith, hope and charity. “In these three virtues all the 
fruits of the church are contained, so that if one merits to possess these three within oneself, one 
can with security receive the entire Trinity at the banquet of one’s heart.”  The translation is from 
Sister Mary M. Mueller, Caesarius of Arles: Sermons, vol. II, Fathers of the Church 47 
(Washington: The Catholic University of America Press, 1963), 14.  

48 See Wilkinson, Jerusalem Pilgrims, 50, n. 52, where he takes the term to signify a 
convent.  
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centuries later “a few dwellings for nuns” were in evidence at Mamre when 

Arculf, a bishop of Gaul, visited the holy land (even though, as he told Adomnan, 

abbot of Iona from 679-704), he was mostly intrigued to see that the Oak, claimed 

by Jerome to have existed since creation, had been reduced to a “lopped tree” 

with many axe marks, [and was] now sheltered by the church’s roof.49  

Sometime around 540 Mamre and Hebron were visited by the Piacenza 

pilgrim, who called the first site simply the Oak of Mamre, but took note of the 

attraction of both Christian and Jewish pilgrims to “the resting place of Abraham, 

Isaac, Jacob, and Sarah, and also of Joseph’s bones.”50  Coming to Mamre and 

Hebron (he combines the two locations in his account), he found holy places 

attracting both Christians and Jews.  Again, one reads of a setting in which 

ecclesiastical management is present – at least for half of the site.  But Jewish 

devotions capture the pilgrim’s attention as well.51  The basilica at the tomb has 

four doors and no roof; a screen runs down its middle.  He continues:  

Christians come in on one side and the Jews on the other, and they use much 
incense. On the day following Christ’s birthday the people of this area 
celebrate the Deposition of Jacob and David with much devotion, and Jews 
from all over the country congregate for this, too great a crowd to count. 
They offer much incense and lights, and give presents to those who minister 
there.52  

                                            
49 Ibid., 106.  In his Egeria’s Travels (Warminster: Aris & Phillips Ltd., 1999, 3rd edition), 

34, n. 1, Wilkinson gathers historical reports on the condition of the oak.  Josephus knew it as a 
great tree, existent since creation, while Jerome records that it died in the mid-4th century. 

50 Ibid., 84.  
51 This interest has an agenda stronger than plain reportage, as Andrew Jacobs observed: 

“Nothing but a ‘little screen’ [cancellus] divides Christian worship from Jewish—one day apart, 
footsteps away.  The rites of the Jews pleasantly echo Christian celebration of the Nativity: Jewish 
culture becomes a particular facet of the pilgrim’s own delight and piety, the familiar made 
strange, the exotic domesticated.  The sights and sounds of the holy land are there to be consumed 
by the pilgrim, the sensory and aesthetic experience of Palestinian Jews seasons this 
consumption.” Andrew S. Jacobs, Remains of the Jews.  Divinations (Stanford: Stanford 
University Press, 2004), 130.  See the argument developed in his chapter 4: “‘A Province like 
Paradise’: Jews in Christian Travel Writing.”   

52 The pilgrim is alert to both Jewish and Christian festal calendars.  Though the nativity 
was celebrated in all Christian centers and communities in this era, are we to attach any special 
significance to its observance at the tomb of Abraham and Sarah, which the Jews follow with a 
celebration of ancestors?  
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I find it all but incredible that Christian pilgrims (and especially a reporter 

with Jerome’s angular attitudes) would have been silent in their diaries and letters 

about the presence in Mamre of idolaters with their altars and offerings cast into 

Abraham’s well, had they encountered them.  The abundance of coins from the 

4th-5th centuries found in Mader’s excavation probably indicates increased activity 

at the now Christian-controlled pilgrimage destination, rather than lending weight 

to the claim that a regular multi-religious festival continued into the 5th century 

(which Sozomen alone among the Christian historians, including his 

contemporary, Socrates, reports). 

 Mader and Frazer depended overmuch, I believe, on Sozomen’s dramatic 

description of pagan rites at Mamre in their two contextualizations--Mader’s 

reading of the site as having the “Terebinthenmarkt” as its central feature, and 

Frazer’s interpretation of the goddess on the mould as a product of the place’s 

popularity with worshippers of a Greco-Roman or Syrian mother-goddess.   

Without either downplaying the interest in Abraham’s well and oak or 

terebinth that attracted Jewish pilgrims to this holy place, or disallowing the once 

enthusiastic and perhaps continuing visitations of “Gentiles” to a place where 

angels had come to earth, and where powers of fertility were most likely 

celebrated, I think it will prove beneficial to envision an alternative context for the 

bread mould.  

What lines of investigation and interpretation open up if we see our object in 

relation not only to a continuing Christian pilgrims’ destination in the 5th and 6th 

centuries, but also against the backdrop of some significant developments in 

eastern church circles of the time – notably, the growth of monasticism and the 

not unrelated new interest and emphasis on Mary that came to expression both in 

the writings of theologians and in emerging forms of piety?   We recall that Frazer 

took note of the devotees of Mary called the Kollyridians and also entertained, 

before putting it aside, the notion that the female figure on the mould might have 
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represented the Virgin.  Frazer’s formulation suggested a kind of veneer – the 

Virgin Mary as an added aspect of Atargatis/Hera/Aphrodite.53 

By way of experiment, I propose that our artifact be reconsidered as one 

fashioned in a period and setting in which the well-documented rise of devotion to 

Mary occurs, for this eruption of piety throughout the 4th-7th centuries in the 

Christian East was at least as noticeable and “in the air” as the attempts at pagan 

persistence and revival about which we have information.  Marian devotion was 

certainly a focus in a church celebrating its martyrs and saints with increasing 

enthusiasm and publicity – in buildings as well as in arts and letters.  Could the 

ascetic life Paula found being practiced at the ancient dwelling place of Abraham 

and Sarah in the later 4th century have drawn its inspiration and model from the 

life and traditions surrounding Mary?  If so, through what nexus recognized by 

ordinary believers as well as preachers and exegetes?  How, in relation to 

increasing attention to Mary – her acts, glories, attributes, her “rank” among the 

saints, and her role in the soteriological drama – might the angels’ visit to Mamre 

have been freshly understood and re-calibrated?  (We need to keep our 

interpretive bearings.  It is possible, in tracking the rise of Christian veneration of 

Mary from the 2nd century’s Protoevangelium of James, to 5th century Jerusalem 

sermons of Hesychius, to 7th century Constantinople’s enthronement of the Virgin 

in worship and art, to be lured into a vision of a regionally pervasive 

“Theotokosmarkt” that makes it difficult not to impose Marian meanings on a 

pilgrim mould’s incised images.  I, and you, are forewarned.)   

The explosion of Christian writings (Greek, Syriac, and Latin) concerning 

Mary and the number of foundations dedicated to the Mother of God produced 

results too great even to capsulize here.  It will suffice for my purposes to draw 

answers, or the beginnings of answers about our two-sided mould’s possible 

meanings – and about Mariology and Mamre – from selected writings of Eastern 

Christian teachers and authorities, from a few other pilgrim artifacts from 

                                            
53 Frazer, “Syncretistic Pilgrim’s Mould,” 143.  
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Palestine, and indeed, even from evidence of breads bearing Mary’s image or 

name that range in kind from individual cakes to a specific section of  the 

eucharistic host which was offered in the Virgin’s name.54  

 

Two related Christian images and inscriptions? 

It bears repeating that we have no certainty about the provenance or the 

precise function of the mould.  In her closing paragraph, Frazer asserted that its 

impressions may have been designed for use on objects other than bread, and this 

calls to mind amphoras with images on two sides, or of terracotta eulogiae either 

offered at a holy place or taken home by pious visitors.  In the case of bread 

moulds, George Galavaris treated a number of Christian two-sided moulds that 

have survived, and demonstrated that they are compatible in theme, and likely to 

have been used on single loaves or cakes.55    This question about whether or how 

the two images on the Mamre mould might have been related to each other in 

theme, intent, and function stands at the beginning and end of any analysis.  In 

what manner, according to Frazer’s analysis, was the mould “syncretistic”?  Was 

the combination on one piece of worked limestone of two independent images a 

matter of convenience to its maker and user, and therefore a practical “mixing” of 

separate iconographies and meanings?  So Frazer seemed to suggest in 

speculating that the sides were used on different objects – one for “audiences” 

that were Christian, the other for devotees of a goddess honored at Mamre.  

Could another request – or an artist’s own design – have been more likely to 

turn up in the 5th-6th (rather than the 3rd and 4th) centuries:  that of a combination 

of the two images intended to render Christian meaning?  Do the iconographic 

and inscriptional contents on the mould’s two sides support such a possibility? 

                                            
54 George Galavaris, Bread and the Liturgy: The Symbolism of Early Christian and 

Byzantine Bread Stamps (Milwaukee: The University of Wisconsin Press, 1970), 62-82.  Galavaris 
carefully assesses the evidence for the “Mary particle” in the Liturgy of St. John Chrysostom, 
which dates to this time, and in later liturgical texts.  

55 Galavaris, Bread, 35, fig. 16; 36, fig. 17; 54, fig. 24.  
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a. the angels’ visitation 

There is no question that this image on the mould’s one side preeminently 

features the angels, and differs stylistically from other Christian graphic 

representations of the event which show the host Abraham (and sometimes Sarah 

– either in a tent or busy with food preparation) in the same scale and on the same 

plane as the visitors.  The central angel appears to be more prominent than his 

companions, as Frazer noted.  In the well-known Sta. Maria Maggiore wall 

mosaic, the middle one of the three approaching angels bears a halo.  In our image 

his distinctiveness is marked in a way more in accordance with the text itself; his 

hand gesture presents him as the one among the visitors who speaks. The 

identification of “the Lord” who appears and speaks in Genesis 18 as the God’s 

pre-incarnate Word, the Son, the savior, appears early in the writings of Christian 

theologians and exegetes.  Justin makes the argument in his Dialogue with 

Trypho, and Origen in his Genesis Homily 4 asks his hearers to “observe that the 

Lord also was present with Abraham with two angels.”56  This understanding of 

who revealed himself at Mamre was, by the time of Eusebius, stock exegesis, so 

in his Life of Constantine he reports that the emperor, having learned “that the 

self-same Savior who had recently appeared to mankind had also in ancient times 

divinely manifested himself to Godloving men in Palestine near the oak called 

Mamre…ordered the church built that would honor the God who was seen 

there.”57  Eusebius provides his readers with Constantine’s own language from his 

letter to Macarius and the regional bishops: “It was there (at the Oak) that the 

Savior himself with the two angels first vouchsafed the manifestation of himself 

to Abraham, there that God began to reveal himself to mankind, there that he 

spoke to Abraham about his future seed and instantly fulfilled his promise, and 

there that he predicted that he would be the father of many nations.”58 

                                            
56 Justin, Dialogue with Trypho 56-57, and 127; Origen, Genesis Homily 4.1. 
57 Eusebius, VC 51.1. 
58 Eusebius, VC 53.3, tr. by Cameron and Hall, Eusebius: Life of Constantine, 141-142.  For 

another sample of Eusebius’ application of Logos-theology to this episode, see also E.H. 2.7-8.  
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A passage in Eusebius’ Demonstratio Evangelica similarly displays this 

early Christian Logos-theology at work exegetically, but adds the intriguing 

notice of a painting which he apparently viewed at Mamre (presumably after, 

rather than before the building of the basilica):  

…he is no angel…but One greater than an angel, the God and Lord who was 
seen beside the before-mentioned oak with the two angels in human form.  
Nor can it be thought that Almighty God is meant. For it is impious to 
suggest that the Divine changes and puts on the shape and form of a man.  
And so it remains for us to own that it is the Word of God…. whence the 
place is even today honored by those who live in the neighborhood as a 
sacred place in honor of those who appeared to Abraham, and the terebinth 
can still be seen there.  For they who were entertained by Abraham, as 
represented in the picture [epi graphês anakeimenoi], sit one on each side, 
and he in the midst surpasses them in honor.  This would be our Lord and 
Savior, whom though men knew Him not they worshipped, confirming the 
Holy Scriptures.  He then thus in person from that time sowed the seeds of 
holiness among men, putting on a human form and shape, and revealed to 
the godly ancestor Abraham Who He was, and showed him the mind of His 
Father.  (Demonstratio 5.9)59  

As far as I know, this is the only reference in patristic literature to a graphic 

representation of the angels’ visitation that could be viewed in 4th century Mamre 

– a picture that conceivably could have served as a model for what is shown on 

the mould. Whether that picture itself portrayed by the central figure’s size, or by 

his speaking gesture, that he was distinguished from his companions we cannot 

know, but Eusebius is clear about how he saw and understood him; the one angel 

was “our Lord and Savior,” the Logos of God in whom Abraham was shown the 

“mind” or purpose of the divine Father.  Concluding then, as Frazer did, that the 

central angel in the mould’s image is more prominent than the other two, it is 

                                                                                                                                
Though Socrates does not single out “the Lord” among the angels whom Abraham entertained 
(E.H. 18), Sozomen, dependent upon Eusebius, writes, “It is recorded that here the Son of God 
appeared to Abraham with two angels, who had been sent against Sodom, and foretold the birth of 
his son” (tr. by Chester Hartranft, in NPNF second series, vol. II, 261).  

59 The translation is from W. J. Ferrar, The Proof of the Gospel (New York: Macmillan 
Company, 1930, reprinted by Baker Book House, Grand Rapids, Michigan, 1981), 253-254. 
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reasonable to claim that the image is not “Judeo-Christian” but plainly Christian, 

and expressive of early church “readings” of the narrative of Abraham’s visitors. 

 The placement of Abraham and Sarah in the exergue beneath the seated 

angels apparently caused the artist to put “pointers” in two of the angels’ hands--

to lead the viewer to special meanings, no doubt of the symbolic kind.  As Frazer 

observed, Christian exegetes early and often wrote of the significance of the “calf, 

tender and good,” seeing it as a type of “that one who ‘humbled himself’ for us 

‘to death’ and ‘laid down his life for his friends’” (Origen, Genesis Homily IV.2) 

or as “‘Tender’ because it received the yoke of the law, not with a stiff neck, but 

docilely, and did not refuse the gibbet of the cross” (Ambrose, On Abraham 

1.5.40).60  

The barrel-shaped well which the other angel’s staff touches is a curious 

feature in the engraving. The Genesis narrative, as noted earlier, makes no 

mention of this at Abraham’s encampment at Mamre.   The well is not, then, a 

textual item a commentator on the text would have been obliged to address, nor 

(as Frazer noted) is it seen in the depictions of the angels’ visit in the mosaic 

scenes at San Vitale or Sta. Maria Maggiore.  Nevertheless, the well (indeed, even 

Sarah’s well, distinct from Abraham’s) – and its importance alongside the oak – 

drew the attention of Christian pilgrims as early as the Bordeaux pilgrim who in 

the early 4th century saw the well prominently displayed.  Given the symbolizing 

interests which are plainly at work in this artist’s elegantly carved mould, it seems 

like thin speculation to imagine, as Frazer did, that the well’s place in this image 

referred to its “important role in the Mamre festival.” We cannot be certain what 

the artist interpreter, presuming him to be a Christian, may have meant to suggest 

as he drew attention to the well he knew to be present at Mamre.  If attention to 

the biblical story itself was in play, the water in the well could have been 

                                            
60 The translations are from Ronald Heine, Origen: Homilies on Genesis and Exodus, 

Fathers of the Church 71 (Washington: The Catholic University of America Press, 1981), 105, and 
Mark Sheridan, ed., Old Testament II: Genesis 12-50, Ancient Christian Commentary on Scripture 
(Downers Grove, Illinois: InterVarsity Press, 2002), 66.  
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associated, as Frazer suggested, with the water Abraham used in the footwashing 

offered to his guests – the act itself, of course, another pre-figuring: Origen had 

commented, “[Abraham] knew that the mysteries of the Lord were not to be 

completed except in the washing of the feet” (Origen, Genesis Homily IV.2).61  

For a biblical commentator, and for an artist, a well might call up any number of 

less localized associations such as the “living water” of John 4, or the saving 

water of baptism.  (Were baptisms of converts performed in the church at Mamre? 

One thinks of the baptismal pool or channel awaiting pilgrims to Qalat Sim`an.)  

If we consider the possibility that the artist is focused less on exegetical 

traditions about water and wells and more on the role and significance of the well 

in Christian life and practices in the Mamre of his day, can we not guess with a 

fair measure of confidence that the water from Abraham’s well was seen as a 

source of holy power and healing (for infertility, among other things)?  Christian 

pilgrims to Mamre might have had more interest in gathering drops from the well 

to be carried away in a decorated ampulla than in depositing offerings in it.  At 

this point the language of the inscription, EIΛΕΩΣ ΜΟΙ ΟΙ ΑΓΕΛΟΙ must have 

its say in late antique Christian terms.  The angels, one of whom is the Logos, the 

savior, may represent to the one who possesses an impress of the image either 

givers of a gift received – “[the] angels [act] mercifully to me” – or subjects to 

whom hope/prayer is directed (“[may the] angels [act] mercifully to me”).  We 

cannot be sure what form or forms of help the stamp’s inscription invoked for 5th-

6th century Christians.  Fertility? Strength for living the Christian life?  Divine 

help to support the vocation of virginity?  No doubt the purchaser had freedom to 

name her or his need.  

The mercy or help imaged, however, is plain enough, for those familiar with 

the biblical tale.  The wonderful occurrence that forms the basis of both Jewish 

and Christian celebration of events at Mamre is the promise to aged Abraham and 

                                            
61 Heine, Origen, 105-106. 
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Sarah of a son to be named Isaac.  The patriarch had learned earlier of this one 

who would be his heir. 

[The Lord God] brought [Abraham] outside and said, “Look toward heaven 
and count the stars, if you are able to count them.” Then he said to him, “So 
shall your descendants be.”  And he believed the Lord; and the Lord 
reckoned it to him as righteousness.  (Genesis 15: 5-6).  
 
Arguably the most important message in the mould’s representation of the 

angels’ visit is found not in what the two angels’ staffs point towards, but in the 

breads put before the guests – the star-shaped loaves, too unusual not to bear a 

message. The artist has put the miracle of Isaac’s birth and its results in 

innovative but obvious code at the absolute center of the scene.  Whether the 

mould was fashioned at Mamre or not, this side’s artistry depicts and elaborates a 

narrative rich with meanings in an already developed Christian iconography.  

Chief among the stars in the future of the people of Abraham is Jesus, as early 

claimed in the Gospel genealogies (Matthew 1:1-17, Luke 3:23-38) and earlier 

still by Paul, particularly in his “allegory” of Hagar and Sarah in Galatians 4:21-

31.  A strophe in one of Ephrem’s hymns lets us know how this kind of 

interpretation was being played out in Syrian Christianity in the mid-fourth 

century:  

Your type looks out from the youth 
of the fair Isaac.  At You looked 
Sarah who saw that your mysteries dwelt 
upon his childishness:  “O son of my vows 
in whom is hidden the Lord of my vows!”62  

This understanding of the import of the angels’ visit and message to 

Abraham (and Sarah) is, I think, represented in the imagery of this side of the 

mould.  It draws from established Christian exegetical and iconographic traditions 

while also improvising new expressions of them. I believe that in comparison 
                                            

62 Ephrem, Hymns on the Nativity 13.  The translation is from Kathleen McVey, Ephrem the 
Syrian: Hymns, The Classics in Western Spirituality (New York: Paulist Press, 1989), 137.  
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with this theme, the image’s allusion to the eucharist in the angels’ cups and 

loaves (to which Frazer called attention), is less significant – and certainly less 

explicit than the similar portrayal of the angels’ visit in the mosaic at San Vitale, 

which features Abraham’s near-sacrifice of Isaac in the same scene. 

 

b. the goddess: a new Mary  

Is it conceivable that the crowned and enthroned female on the mould’s 

other side is indeed a Christian artist’s effort to portray the Virgin Mary in a new 

guise – in a figure appropriate to views of her held by Christians of the 5th-6th 

centuries?  My exploration along these lines must take the chronological and 

geographical context seriously, seeing the 4th-7th centuries as the early Byzantine 

East, rather than the Hellenistic or late Roman periods.  Two trajectories will be 

pursued: 1) the elevation of Mary’s importance and status in Christian cosmology, 

theology and devotion during these centuries and 2) the established and still 

unfolding sermonic and poetic interpretations which see in Sarah Mary’s 

prototype, regarding both as God-blessed miraculous mothers.   

First, however, Frazer’s inclination, based on the inscription’s 

ΤΗΝ ΟΥΡΑΝΙΑΝ, to identify the goddess as “Urania, queen of heaven, an 

epithet given to several goddesses in the late Roman world: Isis, Astarte, 

Atargatis, and Aphrodite,”63 needs re-inspection.  Given the frequency with which 

Aphrodite is given the title of Ourania, the heavenly, and the strong likelihood 

that she was herself a deity with Semitic origin, adapted from the Phoenicians’ 

Astarte and the Babylonians’ Ishtar, the association Frazer proposed is 

supportable, even missing expected water attributes – a shell or a dolphin.  But a 

challenge must be put to the assumption that the trees which surround the figure 

“may indicate the goddess’s sacred garden, which is her temple and sanctuary…” 

and are, as Frazer claimed, “palms, judging from the circular rings of their 

                                            
63 Frazer, “Syncretistic Pilgrim’s Mould,” 140.  
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bark.”64 Lacking the expected outward spread of leafed branches at their tops, I 

find the trees implausible palms. The goddess has around her, rather, grain stalks, 

their seeds tight to the stems.  If the mould was for bread, this imagery is apropos, 

as are the circular cakes which Frazer saw in the circular objects beneath her right 

hand. But Demeter is the mother goddess chiefly symbolized by grain, either in 

her hand or nearby (a torch in her right hand is not infrequent), and the calathos 

which we see as her crown has, in the lore of the Eleusinian mysteries, connection 

with the basket used to measure grain. Representations of Demeter crowned and 

enthroned in the manner of our goddess are plentiful, a marble statue in 

Copenhagen and a statuette in Palermo bearing closest similarity.65  Two regular 

symbols that serve as Demeter’s attributes are absent from the figure on the 

mould:  a torch and a cornucopia, either of which often appears in one of the 

goddess' hands, while grain is frequently held in the other. (Demeter’s pig is not 

so steadily represented.) 

How could this Demeter figure be understood by Christians to represent 

Mary – an imperial Mary?  Just this transition in valuation and perception of the 

Theotokos was one among those taking place in the early Byzantine cult that 

centered in devotion to the Virgin and acclaimed her role in the salvific plan of 

God.  Without attempting a recapitulation of the immense body of scholarship, 

older and new, on this topic, it will suffice for my purposes simply to draw 

attention to various data that could bear upon the identity of the mould’s goddess.   

A stage in increased Christian attention to the narrative of Mary is 

demonstrated in one of the Palestinian pilgrims’ ampullas in the treasury of St. 

John’s at Monza, dated to the 6th century.  Labeled “Ampoule Monza No. 2” by 

André Grabar, this small oil container, believed to have been produced in 

Bethlehem, reveals (though it is damaged) the scene of Mary on a jewel-decorated 

                                            
64 Ibid.   
65 Lexicon Iconographicum Mythologiae Classicae (LIMC) IV.2, plates 143 and 148 resp.), 

while Demeter with grain is common depicted on pottery (e.g., LIMC 4.2, plates 400, 402), and on 
many coins.   
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chair, facing the viewer, with the infant Jesus in her lap, and with an angel, magi 

and shepherds surrounding.  On the reverse side, seven episodes (each given equal 

space in its circular framing) from the Gospel narrative are represented – five of 

which portray Mary: the annunciation, the visitation, the nativity in the center 

position, the crucifixion (Mary is one of the diminutive figures at the foot of the 

cross – more clearly identified in an analogous but larger scene of the crucifixion 

on the Monza ampulla No. 10) and the ascension of Christ, where the apostles 

gathered below, as Grabar put it, “sont dominées par une Mére de Dieu orante, 

frontale, nimbée, qui occupe le centre de la composition.”66 A similar collection of 

images depicting Mary occurs on several contemporaneous bracelets (in 

collections at Cairo, Baltimore, and Palermo) and on a ring in the British 

Museum.67  

The large 6th century icon in the Basilica of Sta. Maria Trastevere in Rome 

gives us an enthroned Mary with bejeweled crown and garment  (Figure 23). She 

holds the child on her lap, and two angels stand just behind, “each raising a hand 

in surprise at the mystery before them,” as Thomas Mathews observes.68  In an 

inscription from the Greek Anthology Mathews finds a similar verbal picture of 

the Mother of God and the angels: 

My Queen, you hold in your arms your Child, God’s all-embracing Son, at 
whom the angels quiver in awe.  Make him gentle in heart toward mankind, 
and thus preserve from calamity the whole world. 

As Mathews notes, the acclamation and prayer envision and call upon Mary 

as an intercessor with her son. 

                                            
66 André Grabar, Ampoules de Terre Sainte (Paris: Librairie C. Klincksieck, 1958), 20. 
67  See Josef Engemann, “Palästinensische Pilgerampullen im F. J. Dölger Institute in 

Bonn,” Jahrbuch für Antike und Christentum 16, 1972, 16-22.  See also Gary Vikan, “Byzantine 
Pilgrims’ Art,” in Linda Safran, Heaven on Earth: Art and the Church in Byzantium (University 
Park, Pennsylvania: The Pennsylvania State University Press, 1998), [229]-266. 

68  Thomas Mathews, in “Early Icons of the Holy Monastery of Saint Catherine at Sinai,” in 
Robert S. Nelson and Kristen M. Collins, eds., Holy Image-Holy Ground: Icons From Sinai (Los 
Angeles: The J. Paul Getty Museum, 2006), 50-51, proceeds to discuss the incomplete inscription 
in the picture’s frame, which reads, “The chiefs of the angels stand astonished at the birth of the 
child, for God himself has become (man).”   
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Bread offerings to Mary, as earlier noted, are famously reported by 

Epiphanius, bishop of Cyprus, who in the 370s described the heresy of the 

Kollyridian women:  “[O]n a  certain definite day of the year…they set forth 

bread and offer it as sacrifice in the name of Mary. Then all partake from that 

bread.”69  Epiphanius chastises the group for praising the holy Virgin excessively; 

Mary’s body, after all, was holy, but human – not that of a goddess.  “Even if 

Mary may be the most beautiful, holy and has been honored, still she must not be 

worshipped … Let them not say, ‘We honor the queen of heaven.’”  How unusual 

and marginal were Christians who spoke in these terms, and developed modes of 

honoring Mary that involved offerings or eulogiae? Clearly such language of 

devotion was being directed to the Virgin, and in the years ahead would become 

increasingly commonplace, especially as feasts of the dormition and assumption 

of Mary were established and celebrated.  By the early 8th century, Andrew of 

Crete is not producing new language when he exclaims in a homily, “Queen of 

the whole human race, truly faithful to the meaning of your name, you are above 

all things except God!”70  In the 4th century Epiphanius, himself a keen devotee of 

the Virgin, exaggerated in “calling out” the Kollyridians for their heterodoxy.  As 

Stephen Shoemaker has recently shown, closely evaluated they “do not appear to 

reveal a group of Christians who worshipped a goddess or the divine feminine in 

guise of Mary, as scholars have often concluded; to the contrary, it seems far 

more likely that his opponents offered a kind of veneration to Mary as one of the 

saints that Epiphanius condemns through a wholesale denunciation of any 

‘worship’ directed towards saints or angels.”71  Bread-cake offerings to Mary, 

                                            
69 Epiphanius, Panarion 79. 1-7. The translation used here and in succeeding quotations of 

Epiphanius is from Stephen Benko, The Virgin Goddess (New York: E.J. Brill, 1993), 171-173.  
See Benko’s treatment of the Christian sect labeled the “Kollyridians” or the “Philomarianites” 
and his ensuing comments about Demeter and her association with grain and barley.              

70 PG 97, 1100 A, cited in Luigi Gambero, Mary and the Fathers of the Church: The 
Blessed Virgin Mary in Patristic Thought (San Francisco: Ignatius Press, 1999, tr. by Thomas 
Buffer), 397. 

71 Stephen Shoemaker, “Epiphanius of Salamis, the Kollyridians, and the Early Dormition 
Narratives: The Cult of the Virgin in the Later Fourth Century,” Journal of Early Christian Studies 
16.3 (2008), 382-383.             
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then, cannot properly be considered the peculiar products used in excessive 

actions of devotion by a coterie of heterodox women.  They exist as one of many 

modes by which Marian piety came to expression in Palestine, and should be 

counted as of a kind with the “slipper lamps” stamped with the phrase “of the 

Theotokos,” and the decorated flasks and tokens which bore impressions of Mary-

scenes.72  The bread mould under consideration, along with these other pilgrim 

objects, gives evidence, not of “syncretistic” corruption, but of local evocations of 

matriarchal power that have been re-tooled in the Marian idiom.  In his Bread and 

the Liturgy, Galavaris traced the history of breads dedicated to Mary, both single 

loaves and the segment cut by the priest from eucharistic bread and set on one 

side of the paten.  This latter was the “piece known as the All-Holy [which was] 

offered in honor and memory of the Mother of God”  (and often marked with the 

abbreviation ΜΡ ΘΥ).  Though described in liturgies dating from three to five 

centuries later than our mould, Galavaris contended that this designation and 

offering of the “particle” for Mary preserved earlier and well-established 

Christian ritual practices.73   

Descriptions of Mary in ecclesiastic writings of the Greek East from the 4th- 

8th centuries have long been mined in order to trace a rising trajectory of the 

Virgin’s glorification.  From innumerable possible examples of language and 

images distinctive of this era’s official and popular ardor for the Virgin, we are 

able to capture the “upward line” in a few phrases from Cyril of Jerusalem in the 

mid-fourth, from Hesychius of Jerusalem, in the fifth, and from the Akathistos 

Hymn which dates from the 5th or 6th century.  Cyril, promoting the virtue of 

chastity, makes Mary, whom he regularly calls “the Virgin Mother of God,” its 

model:  “…[L]et us all by God’s grace run the race of chastity, for its crown is 

                                            
72 Stephen Shoemaker, Ancient Traditions of the Virgin Mary’s Dormition and Assumption, 

Oxford Early Christian Studies (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002), 79-141, and esp. 107-
115.  For an excellent collection of texts, see Brian J. Daley, tr. and ed., On the Dormition of 
Mary: Early Patristic Homilies (Crestwood, New York: St. Vladimir’s Seminary Press, 1997). 

73 Galavaris, Bread, 40-108. See also Galavaris’ treatment of Marian elements in eulogia 
bread as described in Symeon of Thessalonica’s 15th century treatise On Prayer, which gives an 
account of the “lifted up bread of the All-Holy Virgin,” 130-132.  
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angelic, and its excellence above man…let us not for short pleasure defile so 

great, so noble a body…Angels walking upon earth are those who practice 

chastity: the virgins have their portion with Mary the Virgin” (Cyril, Catechetical 

Lectures 12.34).74  (By Cyril’s day “Sarah’s cells” were well in place at Mamre.)  

Among the sermons of Hesychius (d. ca. 450?), one finds arresting phrases about 

the Mary whose royalty is tied to the reign of her Son; she is “mother of the king 

of all that is above and below” (Hesychius, Homily 5.6).75  A passage in his 

homily on St. Luke shows Hesychius contrasting her labor and delivery with that 

of other women (Eve, Sarah, Rebecca, Anna, and Elisabeth) who suffered 

distress: “You alone rejoiced, mother and heaven (ouranos) …virgin and throne, 

for as mother you gave birth to the one from you and before you and with you” 

(Homily 22.8).76  An early Byzantine apex of Mary veneration, strongly supported 

and promoted by the imperial court, came to expression in the Akathistos Hymn, 

soon and steadily thereafter a cherished element in the liturgies of 

Constantinople’s churches and beyond, particularly on newly established feast 

days of the Virgin.77  Among the many images by which the Virgin is hailed, we 

read “O Star revealing the sun,” “you through whom creation is re-made…you 

through whom the creator is born a babe,” “heavenly ladder, by which God 

descended,” “miracle, much marveled of angels,” “mother of the unsetting star,” 

                                            
74 NPNF, 2nd series, VII, 81 (tr., E. H. Gifford, 81). 
75  Michel Abineau, Les Homélies Festales D’Hésychius de Jérusalem, 2 volumes, Subsidia 

Hagiographia 59, II.158. 
76 Abineau, Homélies, II. 946. 
77 Two major studies, with different and intriguing results, investigate the rise of the cult of 

Mary, including the role of the Akathistos Hymn, in the Byzantine capital.  Vasiliki Limberis, 
Divine Heiress: The Virgin Mary and the creation of Christian Constantinople (New York: 
Routledge, 1994) highlights the elevation of Mary and her cult in the Constantinople as “civil 
religion” through the strong agency of Pulcheria, daughter of the emperor Arcadius, and sister of 
Theodosius II.  Iconography and ideology of both the regal Pulcheria and the city’s protective 
goddesses were strong factors in the construction of the “divine heiress.”  Bissera V. Pentcheva, 
Icons and Power  (University Park, Pennsylvania: The Pennsylvania State University Press, 2006), 
argues that it was during the rule of Leo I in the latter half of the 6th century that the Theotokos 
cult greatly expanded, and only after iconoclasm, in the 10th century and in the Isaurian and 
Macedonian dynasties, that public representations of Mary – e.g., processsions of her image – 
became important in Constantinopolitan civil life.  See also Averil Cameron, “The Theotokos in 
Sixth-Century Constantinople,” Journal of Theological Studies NS 29 (1978), 79-108. 
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“you, who has redeemed us from the pagan religion,” “nourishment, succeeding 

the manna,” “intercessor to the righteous judge,” “forgiveness of many 

transgressions,” “you, through whom paradise was opened,” “you [who] gave 

birth and yet abide a virgin,” “beautiful nursing mother of virgins.”78 The hymn’s 

concluding prayer (24) catches up in its few phrases what Christians of the era 

held to be true about the approachability, mediatorial power and the august status 

belonging to the Theotokos:   

O Holy Mother, worthy of all praise, who brought forth the Logos, the 
holiest of all saints, accept this present offering, and deliver all from every 
distress, and release from the future punishment those, who cry with you:  
“Alleluia.”   

New forms of adoration and acclaim directed to Mary began to emerge in 

the later 4th century as theologians developed ideas about the end of Mary’s life. 

Over the next several centuries traditions of the Virgin’s dormition and 

assumption were occasions for additional liturgies and a plethora of sermons and 

hymnic tributes, all opening new vistas for the expansion of her cult.  One of the 

many yields of the careful and comprehensive study by Stephen Shoemaker is that 

we know how, in Jerusalem and in Palestine, this aspect of Mary’s sacred story, 

liturgically observed, became yet other Marian feast (alongside the Annunciation, 

the Nativity, the Presentation) and by the early 6th century gave new content and 

focus to the earlier festival, “Memory of Mary” (August 15th), at the Kathisma 

church and at other places of Mary veneration, particularly at Gethsemane.79  At 

the time of the Mamre mould’s making, the holy days dedicated to the Virgin 

Mother of God were a strong feature of Christian life in Palestine. To those feasts 

that celebrated other signal moments in her life were added observances of her 

dormition and assumption, which themselves prompted new images of the Virgin 

                                            
78 The translation of the Akathistos Hymn is from Limberis, Divine Heiress, Appendix, 

149-158, and the phrases cited are from “stanzas” 1, 3, 9, 13, 17, 19 respectively.  
79 Stephen Shoemaker, Ancient Traditions of the Virgin Mary’s Dormition and Assumption, 

115-141. 
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reigning in paradise, acting eternally as the petitioner to her son on behalf of those 

in need.   

In these highly selective “soundings” in early Byzantine Christian belief and 

behavior, I have focused upon the phenomenon that was built alongside, or as a 

part of, this period’s enhancement of devotion centering in the martyrs and saints 

– its cult of the Virgin.  My purpose has been to suggest how a fresh iconography 

for Mary – regal and solitary, and with or without Gabriel at her side, or Christ in 

her lap – is to be imagined in the context of 5th-6th century churches and loca 

sancta.  I believe these factors bear directly on the question of why the engraver 

of the Mamre mould might have used features of an image of Demeter (crowned, 

regally clothed, enthroned)  as a model, not to denote a Hellenic mother-goddess, 

but to represent  Mary,  hê parthenos, hê theotokos.80  

 

Sarah and Mary, Stars and Salutation 

Second only to patristic “recapitulation” exegeses juxtaposing Mary and Eve 

are those interpretations of the Abraham saga that tie together Mary and Sarah, 

mothers of sons who bring to reality the covenant-promise of God.  Advising new 

Christians who will meet Jewish skepticism about Jesus’ conception and birth 

from virginal Mary, Cyril of Jerusalem urges that they pose this counter-question:   

Which is harder, for an aged woman, barren and past age, to bear, or for a 
virgin in the prime of youth to conceive?  Sarah was barren, and though it 
had ceased to be with her after the manner of women, yet, contrary to nature, 
she bore a child.  If then, it is against nature for a barren woman to conceive, 
and also for a virgin, then either reject both or accept both. For it is the same 
God who both wrought the one and appointed the other.”81  

                                            
80 Hesychius, Homily 5.3.18. 
81 Cyril, Catechetical Lecture 12.27. NPNF 2nd Series, Vol. VII, 79, E. F. Gifford 

translation, slightly adapted.  
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Cyril’s argument is elaborated in Ephrem the Syrian’s On Abraham and 

Isaac, where closer parallelism of Sarah’s and Mary’s pregnancies and births is a 

strong motif.  

Therefore beyond hope 
she gave birth to Isaac, 
who bore in every way 
the type of the Master. 
 
It was not nature’s work 
that a dead womb conceived 
and breasts that were dry  
gave Isaac milk. 
 
It was not nature’s work 
that the Virgin Mary 
conceived without a man 
and without corruption gave birth 
[to the Savior of all things]. 
 
He made Sara  
a mother in old age;  
revealed Mary 
a virgin after child-birth. 
 
An angel in the tent 
said to the patriarch,  
“At this time 
Sara will have a son.” 
 
An Angel in Nazareth 
said to Mary, 
“Behold, you will bear a son, 
O highly favored….” 
 
But it was he, who beyond all hope, 
gave Isaac to Sara,  
who was born from the Virgin 
according to the flesh. 
 
Filled with joy were  
Sara and Abraham 
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when Isaac was born,  
as God had said. 
 
Filled with joy were  
Mary and Joseph 
when Jesus was born,  
as Gabriel had said…. 
   
Sara did not laugh 
because of Isaac,  
but because of the One  
who is born from Mary. 
 
And just like John 
through his leaping, 
so Sara by laughing 
revealed the joy.82  

Most noticeable in Christian interpretations like this one of the events at 

Mamre is the effect of cultic devotion to Mary upon Sarah.  She is Mary’s 

prototype in ways that increase her profile and alter her persona in the 

remembered story, a tale which now turns more on miraculous pregnancy and 

birth than on the patriarch’s hospitality.  Given the delineations of episodes in 

Mary’s life via a growing number of feast days, for Christians who dwelt in or 

visited Mamre in the 5th and 6th centuries (and thereafter) this was the holy place 

of divinely announced and ordained fertility, of wondrous “contrary to nature” 

conception.  Mamre was an alternative to Nazareth (Luke 1:26) precisely because 

of the Sarah-Mary interconnection.  The promised Isaac was transparently the 

type of the Lord and Logos, who, with his angel companions, visited and acted 

upon Sarah, herself a sign of the Mother of God. In the early 8th century these 

ideas were still developing; one of John of Damascus’ homiletic tributes to the 

Theotokos combines in a few phrases the Mary-Mamre motif, a bread-baking 

                                            
82 These are stanzas 9-14, 19-21, and 26-27, and I am grateful to Archimandrite Ephrem 

Lash for permission to use his translation, which can be found at:  http://web.ukonline.co.uk/ 
ephrem/AbrIsaac.htm. 
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metaphor extolling the role of Mary in the incarnation, and several Mariological 

and Christological claims:  

The tent of Abraham…quite obviously signified you (cf. Genesis 18:6); for 
human nature brought to God the Word, still dwelling in the tent of your 
womb, its own first fruits taken from your pure blood, as bread hidden in the 
ashes: bread shaped and baked by the divine fire, [humanity] existing within 
its own divine individuality and finally reaching the true existence of a body 
animated by a reasonable and an intelligent soul.83  

But is the connection of Sarah and Mary visibly evident on the Mamre 

mould?  

The star is the single icon which the two sides of the mould have in 

common. Though the star-shaped breads placed before the angels are not 

duplicated in the shapes of what seem to be cakes beneath the enthroned female’s 

hand, stars cover the robe of the enthroned female figure, and stand out as a 

strong iconic feature – an attribute.  Where do we find such Christian imagery at 

work that is a plausible alternative to Frazer’s references to a statue of Aphrodite 

at Paphos, “dressed in stellar robes,” and to a star-gem motif that appears on the 

head of Jupiter’s consort in a carving on an altar, and on coins from Gabala?84 

However he utilized Demeter’s attributes (sans cornucopia, torch, and pig) 

in fashioning the figure on the mould, if the engraver was attempting to depict 

Mary as royal and divine, he predictably would have had biblical images in mind, 

thus seeing Mary as one who, like Sarah before her, bore in her son the fruit of the 

divine promise of inheritance, which in Christian theology translated as the 

kingdom of God.  It was Sarah (as Paul allegorized her) who was the wife of 

Abraham who represented “the Jerusalem above” – the free woman who “is our 

Mother.”  By the late 4th century, beginning with Epiphanius, the “woman” in 

Revelation 12, “clothed with the sun, with the moon under her feet, and on her 

head a crown of twelve stars,” pregnant and in birth pangs, was being given 

                                            
83 Daley, Dormition of Mary, 192-193.  The passage is from John of Damascus’ Homily 1 

on the Dormition, 1.8, preached ca. 730-740. 
84 Frazer, “Syncretistic Pilgrim’s Mould,” 140-141.  
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Marian interpretation.85  In making this set of associations the engraver’s graphic 

exegesis ran parallel to many literary and liturgical corollaries. The son to whom 

the Virgin gave birth brought to fulfillment the promise of a people of God’s 

salvation as plenteous as the stars in the heavens.  And, in the new imaginings of 

her by her adorers, the star(s) motif was popular.  Ephrem wrote in one of his 

hymns: 

The Orient with its stars was a figure of Mary, from whose bosom arose for 
us the Lord of stars. He by his birth chased darkness from the world, and 
with His beams illumined far-off peoples, who taking gifts brought them to 
Him, and offered them in Bethlehem’s stable.86 

Mary herself could be likened to “mother of light, a star of life” (Hesychius, 

Homily 5), or (changing the star-referent) as the Akathistos Hymn has it, the 

“mother of the unsetting star.”87  The teachings concerning Mary’s assumption 

additionally permitted Mary to be envisioned as a queen, robed in stars, who has 

been taken up into the company of the holy ones in heaven, in close association 

with her son and the Trinity.   

In fact the image of Mary as one whose maphorion and tunic are covered 

with stars does appear in Christian art at just this period.  A very striking example 

is a 6th century Coptic textile in the Victoria and Albert museum (Figure 24).  The 

                                            
85 Epiphanius, Haer. 78.  On the emergence of this exegesis of the “woman” in the 

Apocalyse—especially in connection with questions about the end of Mary’s life—see S. 
Shoemaker, Ancient Traditions of the Virgin Mary’s Dormition and Assumption, 11-14, and 
Thomas Livius, The Blessed Virgin in the Fathers of the First Six Centuries (New York: Burns 
and Oats, Ltd., 1893), (338)-345. See also the passage in which Revelation 12 comes into play in 
Livius, The Blessed Virgin, 292.  An ongoing discussion of whether the “woman” in Revelation 
represented Mary or the church is reflected in a passage in Ambrose, ad Apoc. 12:4:  “By the 
woman here we may also understand the Blessed Virgin Mary, because she is the Mother of the 
Church, and is herself the daughter of the Church, since she is the greatest member of the Church.  
The dragon, then, stood before the woman [Rev. 12:3-4], that on her giving birth he might devour 
her son; because at the outset of Christ’s birth the dragon had the intention of slaying him by 
means of Herod his minister.  He stands also before the woman, that is to say, the Church, in order 
to destroy by temptation to evil those whom by baptism she brings forth to God.” Translation from 
Livius, The Blessed Virgin, 271. 

86 Ephrem, On the Blessed Virgin Mary Hymn 15.3, cited and translated in Livius, The 
Blessed Virgin, 423.  

87 Abineau, Hesychius, 1.58, and Limberis, Divine Heiress, 151. 
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image compresses the annunciation and visitation, Mary seated within a structure 

as Gabriel hails her (under a star), and to the right side of this roundel, Mary and 

Elisabeth embracing.  Stars mark Mary’s head-covering and her striped tunic is 

star-filled, from neck to hem.  It is worth noting that it is the event of the 

annunciation to Mary that provides an image of her sitting, her left hand raised 

towards her eyes, and her right extended in what appears to be a gesture of 

greeting.  Though she wears no crown, one of the stars decorating her veil stands 

directly above her eyes. 

How strong is the resemblance of Mary’s maphorion in the textile to the 

iconography of the goddess on the Mamre limestone mould? Could it be that this 

side of the mould suggests an annunciation, matching that on the other side?  We 

do not find here a stitched counterpart of the inscribed ΧΑΙΡΗ that often appears 

near the Virgin on Palestinian lamps and bracelets showing the annunciation 

scene, but we shall want to consider below the ways in which Gabriel’s greeting 

became part of Christians’ consciousness as they participated in various forms of 

Marian devotion in these centuries. 

The Coptic roundel’s presentation of Mary dressed in a starry gown is not an 

isolated instance in early Byzantine portraits of the Virgin. The motif stands in 

some relation to icons which featured the three crosses on Mary’s dress, one 

above the forehead, and one on each shoulder, that came to signify her perpetual 

virginity – i.e., before, during, and after the birth of Christ.88  In some icons the 

three crosses have had radiates added, becoming star-like, while in others the stars 

are spread over Mary’s veil and tunic.  Two eighth century paintings at St. 

Catherine’s Monastery are in the latter style: one, a nativity scene, shows the 

reclining Mary in garments covered with stars, while the other, an icon of the 

crucifixion, portrays Mary standing at the foot of the cross, a cross-shaped star 

                                            
88 See the comments by Vladimir Lossky on the Byzantine lore concerning this Hodigitria 

iconic type, understood to derive from a painting by Luke the Evangelist which in the 5th century, 
by the good services of Empress Eudoxia, came into the possession of Constaninople.  Vladimir 
Lossky, “The Hodigitria,” 80, in Leonid Ouspensky and Vladimir Lossky, The Meaning of Icons 
(Crestwood, New York: St. Vladimir’s Seminary Press, 1989), 80-87. 
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above her face on her maphorion, and the same star decorations descending down 

the length of her garment.89  

Two things relevant to our subject become evident in the study of 

iconographical themes related to Mary in the 5th-6th centuries and following.  She 

takes on royal aspects familiar from mosaic and coin portraits of empresses, and 

the star (earlier present mostly in the sky above narrative scenes of the nativity or 

visit of the magi) seems to be asserting itself as one of her established attributes, 

marking her head-covering and her garments.90  I mentioned earlier the connection 

of the stars with the heirs of God’s covenant promise – those in the lineage 

through Isaac, David, and their successors down to “Joseph, the husband of Mary, 

of whom Jesus was born” (Matthew 1:1-17).  The stars have interesting 

connotations.  In the Sinai icons, starry clothing seems to be reserved to Mary 

(though they do not appear uniformly on her garments), and at the same time stars 

fill the sky in the early 7th century icon of Christ enthroned, surrounding the one 

who reigns as Emmanuel.91  Stars signify both the promise of God and the 

heavens, a combination of signs greatly enriched since their introduction in Paul’s 

allegory in Galatians 4 and in The Epistle to the Hebrews 11: 11-12.   

The mould’s iconography invites further speculation.  Was there in Mamre’s 

church, at a time later than when Eusebius saw there a painting of the angels, an 

image of Mary crowned, her garment decorated with stars – an image seen by 

Christian pilgrims, resident ascetics, and any others who came to the holy place?  

I think this is not out of the question.  The engraver of the mould could have had 

models for both sides of his handiwork.   

 

                                            
89 Konstantinos A. Manafis, ed., Sinai: Treasures of the Monastery of Saint Catherine 

(Athens: Ekdotike Athenon S.A., 1990), 140, fig. 6, 141, fig.9.  
90 Compare the views of Limberis and Pentcheva on the influence of imperial models upon 

imagery, literary and artistic, of Mary in Limberis, Divine Heiress, 46-97, and Pentcheva, Icons 
and Power, [10]-35.  See also, John Osborne, “Images of the Mother of God in Early Medieval 
Rome,” in Anthony Eastmond and Liz James, eds., Icon and Power: The Power of Images in 
Byzantium (Burlington, Vermont: Ashgate Publishing Company, 2003), [135]-156. 

91 Manafis, Sinai, 137, fig. 3. 
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The inscription and Byzantine liturgies 

How is the inscription on the goddess or Mary side of the mould to be read 

and understood?  It is possible to translate it simply as “I receive, rejoicing, 

Urania,” or, alternatively, “…the heavenly [one]” – Frazer’s two renderings.  If, 

as I propose, we entertain the idea that the depicted figure is Mary, the fulfillment 

of the Sarah-type visited by the angels, then what case might be made for 

Christian sense of the inscription?   

The key question entails completion of  “the heavenly…,” an interpretive 

move that itself presumes that, like the inscription on the reverse, this one also 

bids the reader to fill in a word or words. A key factor in probing the possibilities 

hinges, I think, on the person we think is speaking.  Are the words presented as a 

Christian believer’s “spoken” response to a blessing, a eulogia?  Does the object 

bearing this imprint express, in material terms, its possessor’s thanks?  If so, could 

the implied completion of  “the heavenly….” have been  “virgin,” or 

“Theotokos,” or “Mary,” or some combination of title and name, so common in 

Christian homilies of the time?  Alternatively, if the bread itself, bearing the 

image of Mary, were considered to be empowered by her – we recall the phrase in 

the Akathistos Hymn calling the Virgin “nourishment, succeeding the manna” – 

the word trophê is plausible.  The phrase “I receive, rejoicing, the heavenly food,” 

could indicate more than one kind of blessing – e.g., a loaf symbolizing strength 

for the virginal vocation, or, on the other hand, a prayer of thanksgiving to the 

Mother of God for a promised child. 

I think, though, that the inscription is best approached and analyzed with the 

New Testament annunciation story in mind – particularly as that narrative was 

elaborated in Byzantine liturgies surrounding that Marian feast.  Numerous texts 

give particular attention to Gabriel’s greeting of Mary (Luke 1:28) which serves as 

a repeating prompt for homiletical or hymnic expansions of the Virgin’s deeds 

and attributes – what Vasiliki Limberis has called “startling metaphors” like 
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these:  “Hail full of grace, unreaped soil of heavenly grain…. Hail full of grace, 

the joy from you, Holy Virgin, is infinite.”92  

For Byzantine ecclesiarchs who contributed to the church’s veneration of 

the Virgin, the archangel’s greeting and declaration, with Mary’s response, gained 

significance not only as a signal moment in the biblical drama, but as an event 

pivotal in salvation history.  Mary’s more articulated place and role in the still 

developing theological and Christological teachings of the era brought some 

questions along with the affirmations.  Did the utterance of Gabriel to Mary 

suggest that her conception of Jesus had taken place in the hearing (“through the 

ear”), as many theologians from Peter of Alexandria to Alexander of Crete held?  

Was it the Lord, the person of the Son, who appeared to Mary in the guise of an 

angel (as he had at Mamre!), his voice entering his Mother?  Was the Holy 

Spirit’s “overshadowing” of the virgin different from or the same as Gabriel’s 

descent into her presence?  Opinions were many and varied.  Nicholas Constas’ 

fine study of the homilies of Proclus and the rise of the cult of the Virgin treats 

the discussions surrounding the annunciation and idea of conceptio per aurem 

with splendid clarity, revealing the intricacies that needed sorting out as 

theologians dealt not only with new themes (Mary’s dormition and assumption), 

but more carefully thought through the manner and mode of Mary’s conception of 

her promised son.93  

The voice of Gabriel and Mary’s response to it, then, have focal importance 

in the Mariology developing in this period.  One Palestinian ampulla (Figure 25) 

                                            
92 Limberis, Divine Heiress, 88-89, quoting the chairetismoi in a hymn now believed to 

have been written by Proclus.  See also the sermon attributed to Epiphanius, Homily V in Praise of 
the holy Mary, Mother of God, PG 43, cols. 485-501. 

93 Nicholas Constas, Proclus of Constantinople and the Cult of the Virgin in Late Antiquity, 
Homilies 1-5, Texts and Translations, Supplements to Vigiliae Christianae Vol. LXVI (Boston: 
Brill, 2003).  See especially ch. 5: “The Ear of the Virginal Body”: The Poetics of Sound in the 
School of Proclus, 273-313.  On  308-309, Constas quotes relevant sentences from Ephrem, On 
the Nativity 3. 
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not only depicts the angel’s appearance to the Virgin, but inscribes his 

announcement (Luke 1:28).94 

In liturgies we frequently discover narrative elaborations of Mary’s 

response.  Constas cites a passage in Ephrem’s On the Nativity, “Glory to that 

Voice which became Body, and to the Word of the High One that became flesh! 

Hear him also, O ears!” in connection with the ways in which patristic sermons 

(differently from visual images and icons) were addressed “not to the eye, but to 

the ear, valorizing the word that was spoken, heard, and tremulously poised 

between mutually attentive subjects.”  He adds: 

Delivered in the birthing chamber of the “liturgy of the Word,” many 
sermons on the Annunciation labor to reproduce and amplify the words of 
the angel’s greeting, calling upon the congregation to participate in a 
ceaseless invocation, a fervent epiclesis actualizing the ecclesial body of 
salvation: “Come my beloved, and let us repeat the angelic praise, saying, 
‘Hail, O favored one, the Lord is with you.’”  Words are pregnant with 
meaning, and one preacher boldly promised that his sermon on the 
Annunciation would itself be a kind of Annunciation.95   
 
One Greek term that regularly crops up in early Byzantine sermons and 

hymns illuminates the inscription we are considering.  Hesychius notes in his 

Homily VI.2 that Mary was startled by the greeting and announcement made by 

the one who descended into her house, and twice in this context the preacher 

designates Luke 1.28, which he has just quoted, as “the voice” (ΦΩΝΗ).96  A 7th 

century sermon uses the same word in arguing against the belief that the voice 

was, in reality, the Son (we recall Christian interpretations of the Mamre visitation 

by “the Lord”).97  The designation of Gabriel’s announcement as “voice,” (or 

                                            
94 The ampulla is in the collection of the Israel Museum, and the photograph is by Avraham 

Hay.  Ann van Dijk’s “The Angelic Salutation in Early Byzantine and Medieval Annunciation 
Imagery,” The Art Bulletin 81.3 (Sept., 1999), 420-436, highlights important phases in artistic 
treatments of the annunciation with special reference to significant evidence from the period under 
consideration in this article.   

95 Constas, Proclus, 308-308, citing in this last sentence an Annunciation homily of Ps.-
Gregory Thaumaturgus.  

96 Abineau, Hesychius, 1.194. 
97 Constas, Proclus, 303-305. 
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“sound”), apparently taking hold in the vocabulary of Marian devotion, appears in 

the Akathistos Hymn.  In its first strophe Gabriel greets the Theotokos, and with 

his “bodiless voice” contemplating the Lord embodied, he commences a set of 

apostrophes in the form of salutations of the “bride unwedded.”  We next read: 

Beholding herself in purity, the holy one courageously said to Gabriel: 
“Your [astounding] voice [again, phônê ] seems almost unbelievable to my 
soul: for how do you speak of birth-giving without seed? crying: 
“Alleluia.”98  
 
A famous hymnic dialogue between Gabriel and the Virgin takes up seven 

of the nine odes in the 8th century Canon of Annunciation attributed to Sts. John 

of Damascus and Theophanus of Nicaea.  In its resonance with the language of 

our inscription, a passage in Ode 6 is especially pertinent.  Mary responds to the 

angel:  

Receiving [dexamenê] the joyful sound [phônê] of your words, O Gabriel, I 
am completely filled with divine gladness [euphrosunês entheou]; for you 
reveal joy and you announce joy without end.99 
 

Should Mary (venerated saint above all saints and/or worshipped all-holy 

Mother of God) be the enthroned and star-decorated figure depicted next to the 

inscription, a translation capable of being both inferred and recognized by 5th-6th 

century Christians could well be: ΔΕΧΟΜΕ ΧΑΙΡΩΝ  ΤΗΝ ΟΥΡΑΝΙΑΝ  

[ΦΩΝΗΝ], “I [Mary] receive, rejoicing, the heavenly [voice]” – i.e., of the angel 

Gabriel.100  The language would be familiar to a broad spectrum of Christians in 

                                            
98 Limberis, Divine Heiress, [149]-150.  I have changed Lamberis’ translation of paradoxon 

from “strange” to “astounding.” 
99 Wilhelm von Christ and Matthaios K. Paranikas, eds., Anthologia Graeca Carminum 

Christianorum (Hildesheim: G. Olms, 1871, reprinted 1963), 239, in a Canon attributed to 
Theophanus.  

100 Though feasible, another Greek term is not nearly so pervasive in the Marian sermons 
and hymns, but it deserves mention as an alternative to phônê.  Euaggelia can “stand for” 
Gabriel’s words to Mary in Annunciation sermons as  “good tidings.”   Constas gives the example 
of a homily by Sophronius of Jerusalem, who “deploys the word ‘Annunciation’ (euaggelia) a 
dozen times before finally crying:  ‘Annunciation, Annunciation, Annunciation! I shall never tire 
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the early Byzantine churches, where the celebration of the Annunciation, with its 

lections and sermons, had earned its place in the calendar of feasts.  

If this interpretation of the inscription is plausible, the inscription records, 

not the statement by the owner of the object bearing the mould’s imprint, directed 

towards the heavenly Virgin, but rather Mary’s response to the descended angel’s 

greeting and message.  The implications for the interpretation of this side of the 

mould are clear enough:  the inscription indicates quite certainly whom the 

crowned and star-clad figure is understood by the engraver (and his clients) to 

represent.  Further, in terms of its function, while the image and the inscription 

would thus convey the Virgin Mary’s own expression of thanks upon hearing 

Gabriel’s “Hail, favored one, the Lord is with you,” the object imprinted with this 

image of the mould would, in turn, represent to its possessor a transmission of the 

Virgin’s own blessedness – an eulogia to be cherished.  In ways we know the 

magical imagination of early Christian devotion allowed, the possessor of the 

bread cake, saying aloud Mary’s response to the divine voice, becomes the hearer 

and the responder, and appropriates to herself or himself the drama with its 

wonder and its promise, now applying its power to whatever particular need or 

desire is at hand.101  

If the foregoing interpretation of the inscription merits consideration, a 

return to the inscription on the reverse side may pay a dividend.  Frazer provided 

the phrase with an optative verbal element:  “May the angels look propitiously 

upon me.”  Just as likely, and in my opinion a more straightforward reading of the 

inscription, in view the image’s biblical content, would be “The angels [act] 

mercifully to me.”  Who would be the implied speaker?  I believe she is Sarah, 

because we find the matriarch identified by Christian thinkers like Ephrem as the 

                                                                                                                                
of saying it!’” Constas, Proclus, 309, n. 101.  This word, too, could have completed the 
inscription:  “I receive, rejoicing, the heavenly tidings.”  

 
101 I am indebted to Vasiliki Limberis for her compelling treatment of the Cappadocian 

Fathers’ understandings of the powers attaching to eulogiai and eucharistic breads. Her 
unpublished paper is entitled “Breads of Healing: Metabolizing Miracles and Metaphors in 4th 
century Cappadocia.”  
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recipient of the angel’s message (despite the textual fact that “The Lord” gives the 

promise directly to Abraham in Genesis 18:10).  Also, Sarah speaks, as does Mary 

on the reverse side, and the two images of the mould seem to have most, and 

fundamentally, in common this: each is an annunciation scene – the one set of 

tidings coming to barren Sarah, who will produce the covenant’s heir and his 

successors through David and down to Joseph, and the other tidings to Mary, the 

favored one to whom the voice comes from the heavenly messenger.  The 

inscriptions contain the two women’s answers to the promises given them--

Sarah’s imagined response to the mercy shown to her by the visiting angels 

forecasts the well-known words of Mary upon hearing “the heavenly voice.”   

It is tempting to regard the mould, finally, as an object for imprinting bread, 

argued for by the (yes, Demeter-influenced) depiction of grains and the bread 

cakes.  That bread cakes of this sort might have been desired by any number and 

by all kinds of devotees of Mary, rather than a collective of fervently pious (and 

suspect) women alone, seems to me historically probable.  But whether designed 

for imprinting bread, or a clay token, or an ampulla, the mould is understandable 

as a pilgrim object that participates fully in the pious enthusiasm that is, in the late 

4th and following centuries, centering in the exaltation of Mary and in the 

recommendation of virginity as the highest form of Christian living and loyalty.   

 

Conclusion 

This reinterpretation of the images and inscriptions incised on the “Mamre 

bread mould” sought to explore whether and how the two sides might be speaking 

the same religious language (as would be expected), and therefore asked how “the 

goddess” image could possibly gibe with a Christian presentation of the angels’ 

visitation.  Building blocks in the investigation entailed (1) seeking a social-

religious context in 5th-6th Christian Palestine (or at the site of Mamre, with its 

Constantinian basilica in place) that might cast a different light on the artifact – its 
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meanings and probable use, (2) surveying exegetical, doctrinal, and iconographic 

developments related to the Mary cult that conceivably influenced a new 

representation of Mary as enthroned, her garment covered with stars, and (3) 

probing two important dynamics at work in the growing veneration of Mary – the 

Sarah-Mary typology as advanced in sermons and liturgies, and the focus 

(especially in early Byzantine celebrations of the Feast of the Annunciation) upon 

Gabriel’s “voice” and Mary’s response to him, which provides grounds for a new 

understanding of the words incised in the mould at the female figure’s side.   

Christian views of the relation of Sarah to Mary and of angelic tidings 

provide the strongest clues about the context and intended “message” of this 

artifact.  Alongside the Marian cult’s theological and liturgical attention to Sarah-

Mary typology, it is important to recall what the pilgrim Paula saw at Mamre 

itself; in viewing “Isaac’s cradle,” she also “saw” the manger which held the 

infant Christ in Bethlehem, and she recognized “the Day of Christ.”  

Annunciation Day homilies and prayers in and after the 5th century, celebrating 

the exchange between Gabriel and the Virgin Mary – particularly her response to 

his voice – were extensions of a not unrelated 4th century Christian celebration of 

Mamre: we recall that both Eusebius and Constantine saluted the place as holy 

because there “the angels” and “the Lord” spoke.  The speech of angels – to 

Abraham and Sarah in Mamre, and then, because of the incarnation of the Word 

of God in Jesus, to Mary in Nazareth – contains the gist of what the artist incised 

on the limestone piece.  The mould represents promise and fulfillment, on each 

face, and on the two taken together.  

More likely than Frazer’s thesis that the two sides of the mould separately 

served the needs of Christians and pagans (the latter continuing offerings of bread 

to their female deity at a summer festival), I conclude, is an understanding of the 

limestone piece’s images and inscriptions that reflects and also attests to Christian 

understandings in the 5th-6th centuries of the relationship between the tidings 

delivered to Sarah and those delivered to a regal Mary. The mould’s two sides are 
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integrated and complementary in that they honor fecundity and virginity, 

celebrate two miraculous births, and present the signal moments in the stories of 

mothers who gave birth to the type of Christ, Isaac, and to Christ himself.  Bread, 

so marked, must have been understood in two closely related ways:  as a 

remembrance of Mary, blessed by God, and made an intercessor with God, and as 

a material token of power (consumed or kept as a talisman) with the capacity to 

heal, to restore, and to fulfill hopes, whether for fertility or for something else.




